Purpose {#Sec1}
=======

To reduce the incidence and severity of postoperative wound infections (surgical site infections---SSI).To prevent spread of wound infections to other patients, staff, visitors and the environment \[[@CR1]--[@CR13]\].

Comprise {#Sec2}
========

All surgical patients, before, during and after surgery.Personnel, equipment and environment associated with operating treatment, before, during and after surgery \[[@CR14]\].

Responsibility {#Sec3}
==============

*Hospital management* has the responsibility for providing:Hygienic and safe conditions for the patient at surgical wards, in the operation department and during the postoperative phase.Enough personnel, expertise and resources for professional and proper surgical treatment.A modern, sterile centre with knowledge and good storage conditions for sterile, surgical equipmentA system for deviation and risk notification, for example, unnecessary removal of patients from planned operating programmes and lack of personnel, equipment, capacity or expertise that may expose patients to risk of hospital infection.

*Department management* has the responsibility for:Written and implemented surgical, hygienic and other procedures to prevent SSIA system for control, action and notification to the director in case of deviation concerning problems with sterile equipment, anaesthesia, capacity, risk of infection or any other risk to life and health of patients and personnel, such as overcrowded and understaffed wards, poor hygiene, etc.

*Intensive-postoperative and anaesthesia departments* have corresponding responsibilities, especially in pre- and postoperative phase. Deviations are reported to the head of the department where the patient is located.

*The personnel* follow procedures with respect to prevention of SSI and report deviations, problems, risk of poor hygiene and infection, to the department's management.

*The surgeons* inform and follow up their patients in pre- and postoperative phases. Deviations concerning hygiene, risk of infection and other risks are reported to the head of the department where the patient is located.

Practical Measures {#Sec4}
==================

Documentation and recommendations \[[@CR1]--[@CR13]\].

Grading of recommendations (1A, 1B, 1C, II) is often used according to CDC/HICPAC's supervisors where 1A is the strongest recommendation (see background information) \[[@CR1], [@CR8], [@CR12], [@CR13]\].

Information to the Patient: Before and After Surgery {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------------------

Inform about contact with healthcare abroad. Inform recent illness, stomach ache with vomiting, urinary tract infections, other infections or having received antibiotics.Good body wash, including the hair, and change to clean clothes---from the inside to the outside --before hospitalization.If diabetes, ask for a good control before, during and after surgery, to heal the wound quickly and not to be infected (1B).Quit smoking at least 1 month before elective surgery---especially orthopaedic surgery. Smoking increases the risk of infection and reduces bone healing (1B).Do not shave the area to be operated on before surgery (1A).No unnecessary hospital stays before surgery to avoid contact with more resistant hospital bacteria. Preferably admission the day before---or the same day as the operation. To remove the patient from a planned operating programme should be an exception!Notify the manager if poor hygiene and cleaning in the patient room.Perform good hand hygiene throughout your stay. If bedridden, ask for wipes for hand disinfection. Ask visitors to carry out hand hygiene on arrival and when they leave the hospital.Ask health professionals to carry out hand hygiene if this fails---before and after your examination.Good body wash before surgery, including hair. Use a disinfecting soap---Hibiscrub---containing chlorhexidine the night before and in the morning. This reduces the amount of bacteria on the skin (1B). Used especially in elective operations---when inserting prostheses and other foreign bodies.Learn good breathing exercises that are used after surgery.You should not be placed together with patients with infections---either before or after surgery, because of risk of infection. You should not be placed on the corridor or other places not intended for patients, since you there is more at risk for infections.Do not touch the wound or the bandages. Bacteria must not come to the wound while it is healing. Do not let the bandage get wet because bacteria can then grow more easily through.All who are going to take off the bandage and treat the wound should have clean hands and sterile gloves and use sterile equipment when removing stitches, doing wound care, etc.If itching, pain or leakage through the bandage, contact a doctor or nurse.Physiotherapist will help you with breathing so you get well soon after surgery.Be placed a little high up with your upper body in bed after surgery, it reduces problems with respiratory infections.

Central Checkpoints for Each Patient To Be Operated: Department and Operation Team {#Sec6}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Well-prepared patient; informed about the operation and infection prevention measures and has no ongoing infections (1A).Good surgical handwashing is carried out (1B).The operation team uses approved sterile operating clothing (1B).Good and proper skin disinfection and aseptic sterility are carried out (1B).Puncture of operating gloves avoided; good routines for change of gloves exist.The number of airborne bacteria that might contaminate the surgical wound during the operation is below the threshold level (\<100 CFU/m^3^ at normal surgery, \<10 CFU/m^3^ at ultraclean surgery---prostheses and other foreign bodies).The operating room has positive air pressure with a defined HEPA (high-efficiency particulate air)---filter that removes at least 99.97% of airborne particles that have a size of 0.3 μm---for air intake (1B).The surgical technique is good, the equipment is controlled and the operating team is experienced.Procedures for antibacterial prophylaxis are followed (1A) \[[@CR13]\].Postoperative phase is protected for risk of infection---with skilled personnel.

### Registration: Prevalence or Incidence {#Sec7}

In Norway, point prevalence of SSI is monitored 3--4 times a year as a part of all nosocomial infections in hospitals \[[@CR14]--[@CR18]\]. Incidence is followed continuously for certain types of SSI. Results are openly available \[[@CR14]--[@CR18]\].Registering and return of results to the clinics and surgical departments may increase the awareness of SSI and of the efficacy or lack of infection control measures (1B) \[[@CR1], [@CR4], [@CR8]\].Registering usually reduces SSI; it is a tool in itself \[[@CR1], [@CR2], [@CR4], [@CR19]--[@CR24]\].Registering may use a local "threshold" for infection control reaction, for instance, local upper threshold of more than \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\]:2--3% for postoperative deep wound infection after arthro-prosthesis surgery1% for bypass ACB (aorto-coronary bypass) surgery1.5% for elective neurosurgery \[[@CR26]\]1.25% for prostheses in larger blood vessels1% for uncomplicated gallstones3% for uncomplicated appendicitis7% for colon surgery13% for active appendicitis \[[@CR25]\].

### Preoperatively Check for the Patient {#Sec8}

Careful preoperative assessment, preparation and good outpatient clarification. Written information before admission. Well-planned surgery and well-prepared patient.Ask if the patient has recently been ill; had fever, stomach ache with vomiting, urinary tract infections, other infections and received antibiotics; or had been exposed to norovirus prior to admission.Eradicate infections. Ensure the eradication of infections, urinary tract infections, skin infections and other local infections prior to admission. Check the dental status, especially before larger elective interventions with implants and the like. Postpone surgery, if possible, until the infection is cleared (1A) \[[@CR4], [@CR8]\].Resistant bacteria. Check if the patient has been in contact with the healthcare abroad for the past 12 months, has been exposed to MRSA (methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus*) or has previously been MRSA infected/carrier.*If yes* for exposure or infection, this is tested in advance (preferably before admission) by taking samples for detection of MRSA, VRE (vancomycin-resistant enterococci), ESBL (extended-spectrum beta-lactamase-producing) gram-negative bacteria, CRE (carbapenem-resistant *Enterobacteriaceae*) and other current or epidemic, resistant bacteria.*If not checked* negative in advance and have been exposed to or infected by resistant bacteria, postpone elective operations until this is clear.NB! In acute disease state, necessary surgery should not be postponed but performed as an air contamination surgery.Short preoperative stay, less than 1--2 days.Intestinal surgery. Bacterial volume in the intestine should be reduced, but the effect of mechanical drainage alone is controversial. Estimated as important in the case of impaired immune defence. The most important is the systemic antibacterial prophylaxis as a single dose (usually) at the onset of anaesthesia.Hair removal. It must be considered whether hair removal is necessary (1B). If done, it should be performed as close to the operation as possible, but not in the operating room. Remove loose hairs!Glucose control perioperatively for all patients; use blood control target levels less than 200 mg/dl in patients with and without diabetes (1A) \[[@CR13]\]. Monitor at regular measurements at least during the first postoperative day (1B).

### Operational Department Requirements {#Sec9}

Separated from general traffic and airflow through the hospital.Do not mix with day surgery.Increasing cleanliness and air quality in work zones---from the entrance to the operating rooms.Movement between clean areas should be possible without needing to pass through "unclean" areas.Remove unclean material from the operating room without passing through clean areas.Airflow should pass from clean to more unclean areas. Positive air pressure on operating rooms and defined "clean rooms" (1B). Positive air pressure on the entire operation department relative to other departments and outdoor air (1B).Heating and ventilation to ensure comfortable conditions for the patient and staff \[[@CR4]\].*Structural quality.* Dense, robust and easily washable walls, firm and complete ceilings and a solid floor that can withstand disinfectants. Do not use tiles that can be difficult to clean and replace. Do not use wood that attach bacteria more easily. No swing doors that produce piston power on air currents. No sliding doors that are impossible to wash and not doors with "brush material" or other edge material that collects dust and dirt.*Good sluice conditions for patients*: Patients without infections or carrier state are sluiced into a clean bedroom waiting hall, "green area," for preoperative treatment.*Good sluice conditions for personnel*: There is good place for changing clothes, spacious wardrobe, with a separate storage for clean clothes, bathroom and good daily cleaning.*Storage* of clean or sterile equipment in separate rooms (14--20 m^2^): sterile equipment, protheses, intravenous fluids, major medical equipment, sterile cover materials, operation tops, bandages, etc. Storage rooms are not offices, due to large amounts of bacteria-bearing skin cells and particles released from the skin and deposited around from persons present. A clean room has \<100 CFU/m^3^ air and a low particle load.*Throughput lockers for equipment to operating rooms* should be avoided due to uncertain pressure conditions and risk of contamination of stored equipment and the operating room.*Surgical specialties* should have their own custom-made equipment rooms for special materials. Reduces the need for intermediate storage in cabinets inside the operating room.*Corridor* is not storage for any equipment that is used in operation rooms.*Separate washing units* for operating tables, etc. and for shoe cleaning and drying.*Separate anaesthetic unit* with plenty of space for cleaning and disinfection of equipment. A separate room for intravenous fluids.*Sterilization central.* A separate, nearby located sterilization centre for cleaning, control, packing, sterilization of instruments and clean storage rooms and clean transport routes to the operating department.*One operating room (surgery)* per 5--15 surgical beds. At least 42 m^2^ area (6 × 7 m) for ample space for equipment, place around the operation table for the operating team and anaesthesia and for assistants, students, etc. that are not getting too close to the clean zone. Operation robots often need more space.*Operations on infectious patients* are preferably carried out at the end of the day, if possible, and are well planned.*Operation room, specific in use for most infectious agents* (resistant bacteria - MRSA, VRE, ESBL, CRE, and *Clostridium difficile*; mycobacteria, intestinal-pathogenic bacteria, etc, and virus like norovirus, influenza virus), can be established by switching off the positive-pressure ventilation, closing for air intake/air out and not using operating rooms with LAF (laminar airflow) filter. The room should be large, stripped of unnecessary equipment and close to the entrance of the operating department. It is immediately disinfected after use with chemical liquids and dry hydrogen peroxide gas, according to defined arrangements, but notice that there is no documented effect of hydrogen peroxide gas on tuberculosis or other mycobacteria.*Operation room, specific for high-risk, serious infectious agents* (multiresistant tuberculosis, other highly resistant bacteria and respiratory tract viruses such as SARS, MERS, Ebola and other haemorrhagic fever viruses, highly pathogenic avian influenza virus, etc.) that may cause airborne infection during the surgery. The entire operation unit (including rooms with openings directly into this high-risk area) must be on a negative pressure---25 Pa or lower with separate ventilation---not shared with other rooms or buildings. Air in and air out must be disinfected and filtered (HEPA filter) \[[@CR4]\]. Air out, including filters, should be treated with chemical gases and or UVC. The unit should have designated disinfection room with instrument washer and autoclave, storage room, good sluice functions and direct, sheltered outside access. All waste and fluid from the unit should be disinfected as required (autoclaving, heat disinfection, chemical disinfection).*Surgical hand disinfection* room should not be storage for equipment and not a "coffee-break" room because of generation of aerosols during the washing process and risk for growth of bacteria. Choose a washstand that does not sprinkle outwards. As a wet room, it may have a lower air pressure in relation to the operating room, with air direction from the operation room to the hand disinfection room.*Disinfection room for equipment and instruments* is not used as storage for equipment or used for packing of cleaned instruments. It is a process room---wet room---for disinfection and has a lower air pressure in relation to the operating room with air direction from the operation room to the disinfection room.*Disinfected instruments* are packed in a separate, clean, packing room and autoclaved in a separate autoclave room with steam exhaust.*Anaesthesia initiating room* is a clean room with storage in glass cabinets of equipment for preoperative treatment, but no office or warehouse at large.*Break rooms, meeting rooms*; with plenty of space, easy to clean, and furniture that is cleaned and washed weekly---fabric furniture must not be used.*Office space and expedition.* Enough areas for operating descriptions, journals, dictation, etc. Offices for the personnel should be outside the operating department to reduce the microbial and particle burden on the operating environment.

### Air Quality: Requirements for Bacterial Number in Air, Airflows and Temperature {#Sec10}

*Incoming air* is directly from outside; it is HEPA-filtered and tempered before coming into the operating room. The air comes in from the ceiling or high up on the wall and goes out at the floor level---ca 15 cm above the floor area (1B) \[[@CR4], [@CR8]\]. There should be no heating-cooling systems in the operating room because of accumulation of dust, skin cells, particles, bacteria and fungi. This may result in growth and spread of microbes to the air, as well as unsafe air currents.*Air filter on incoming air.* Two filter layers (HEPA) must be passed through before the air is entering the operating room (1B) \[[@CR4]\]. EU filter with minimum 9 for intake of air at normal operating theatres and EU filter minimum 13 on LAF theatres. Filter quality is checked by DOP test (smoke/particle test), at least once a year.*Positive air pressure* in operating theatres should be 10--15 Pa, in relation to nearby rooms and corridor.*Daily control* of ventilation, temperature and humidity in the operating room.*Bacterial number in the air*; colony-forming units (CFU) per m^3^ air:Standard surgery room \<100 CFU/m^3^ air.Ultraclean surgery room: \<10 CFU/m^3^ which applies to infection-sensitive surgery like implantation of foreign bodies, cardiovascular surgery and patients with impaired immune defence. An effective LAF system may often reduce bacteria in the air to 0--5 CFU/m^3^, 30--50 cm above the incision site, throughout the operation.◦ Vertical LAF air with at least 500 air changes/h gives \<2 CFU/m^3^ when using conventional clothing with cotton textiles.◦ Horizontal LAF air may increase the CFU/m^3^ \>10 times.◦ By reducing the operation room to a "tent" and using very tight operation suits, \<1 CFU/m^3^ may be obtained by vertical air supply.*Clean storage for sterile equipment* \<100 CFU/m^3^.*Control and measurement of CFU in air (sterile covered measuring instrument!)* ◦ 30--50 cm from incision◦ Close to the instrument table.◦ Central and peripheral in the operating room.◦ When the room is empty, when preparing, when opening wounds and when tidying up.◦ Analysis of samples: growth after 2--7 days, number of colonies, bacteria and fungi per m^3^.*Control of CFU in air---how often/when?* ◦ 1--2 times each year◦ After newbuilding, rebuilding, filter changes (afterwards, all channels are vacuum cleaned, maximum ventilation for 24 h, then two 0 measurements of an empty room).◦ At high incidence of SSIs.*Air changes.* ◦ *Standard surgery*: 17--20 fresh air changes/h; minimum 15 air exchanges with HEPA-filtered air per hour, of which 3 with fresh outdoor air (1B)[@CR4]\].◦ *Ultraclean:* ≫200 air changes/h (recycled): orthopaedics, cardiac surgery, implantation of foreign bodies, etc.◦ Lower number of air changes on other rooms like storage rooms and rooms for anaesthetic and surgical hand disinfection rooms and lowest at the entrance area, wardrobes, etc.*The airflow* in the operating room is of great importance. Everything "unclean" that comes between clean airflow in the direction of the operating area and the wound poses a risk of contamination of the wound. Any unclean thing that comes between airflow and uncovered instrument tables poses a risk of contamination of instruments. The use of tight operating suits and phantom hood that covers the neck, hair, ears and cheeks protects the wound and environment against release of skin cells and bacterial contamination.*Opening doors* lead to increased bacterial amount in the operating room from corridors, etc. The doors should be kept closed (1B).*Diathermia* releases large amounts of particles---diathermia smoke---partly with protein residues. This is a major burden on air quality. Protein residues on the diathermia needle may be difficult to remove. Check cleaning routines and reduce, if possible, use of diathermia.*Largest microbial load of the operating room* is registered when preparing the patient and when tidying up upon completion of surgery.*The number of persons present* is strongly associated with bacterial and particle numbers in air. Preferably, it should not be more than six to eight people present.

### Contact Infection: Measures to Reduce Contact Transmission {#Sec11}

Everyone who enters the operating department/operation room follows routines:Good hand hygiene at the entrance and exit of the surgical department.Follow routines for the use of uniform, shoes, cap and surgical mask.Change to green operation scrub suit and use the department's shoes.Put on the cap in the wardrobe, covering hair and ears.Private clothing---except for underwear---should not be used.Green-coloured uniform only in the surgical department; not used outside the department. In case of acute response elsewhere, change to new green laundry before returning the operating department. Exceptions are when following the surgical patient to postoperative treatment. Then white coat is taken over and shoes are changed.Jewellery, rings, piercing, wrist watches, etc. are not allowed, nor covered with bandages or clothes.Nail polish, fake nails, fake eyelashes, etc. are not allowed. Do not bring private equipment into the department and disinfect glasses and watch-phone.Beard is unsuitable in the operation department since it is not good enough covered by surgical mask.

### Equipment: Preparing and Storage {#Sec12}

The operating room should be clean and empty---no storage space for sterile or other equipment. Storages with, for example, sutures in operation rooms may be loaded with large amounts of skin particles, microscopic blood and tissue particles, dust and bacteria and pose risk through air and contact transmission.Sterile equipment storage has restricted access, closed doors and daily cleaning of surfaces and weekly of cabinets and has \<100 CFU/m^3^ air. Store rooms should be so large that personnel can move freely in the room.Equipment is stored in tight cabinets and boxes.Avoid throughput cabinets to the operating room due to the risk of imbalance in air pressure and ventilation. A locked cabinet can be used if it is airtight.The array of sterile instruments should be performed sterile in a clean and empty operating room---under the LAF ceiling, if it is a LAF operating room. This is because sterile instruments should be protected from dust, skin particles and microbes deposited.Sterile instruments with table are then covered---before the patient and the anaesthetic personnel come in and the preparation begins. More people and more activity increase particles and microbes in the air.All sterile equipment is best covered during the entire operation.Cotton textiles may emit particles that may become "locus minoris" for subsequent infection in wounds.Compressors should not emit particles ("locus minoris") and have a good suction effect.Place sterile instruments in clean airflows. Non-sterile items (arm, head, hair, etc.) may not come over sterile instruments or between sterile airflow and instruments.The instruments are thoroughly cleaned immediately after the operation in instrument machine washers, etc., to prevent drying of tissue, blood and protein on the instrument. This is a good general preventive against prions.Regular temperature and wash controls of decontaminators, instrument washing machines, autoclaves, etc.

### Personnel {#Sec13}

Fewest possible present in the operating room during surgery (\<6--8 persons) and reduced movements that may cause unfavourable air currents. The increasing number of people present has direct effect on the amount of particles and the number of bacteria (CFU/m^3^) in the air, especially in the case of uncovered skin.Personnel with infection or eczema of the hands with *Staphylococcus aureus* or group A streptococci should not be present in the operating department, as this may cause SSI (1B).Personnel with streptococcus or active tuberculosis should not stay in the operating department. It is recommended sick leave of employee having upper and lower respiratory tract infections, influenza, norovirus, other diarrheal infections, blood-borne virus infection (active or chronic hepatitis or HIV, etc.) and a number of other infections.

### Attire: Uniform {#Sec14}

#### Everyone Who Enters the Operating Room {#Sec15}

Always wear surgical masks and cap in operating theatres and follow procedures for hand hygiene and dressing (1B), even for short-term "visits" (IB).Bacterial tight operation uniform reduces airborne wound contamination.Trousers should be tight by the ankles so that skin particles and bacteria do not "flow out" and burden the environment in the operating room.*Cotton fabric/textiles* should be avoided; they may be permeable and release relatively large amounts of particles, including bacteria-bearing skin particles.Avoid getting wet on cotton clothes if this is still being used; moisture increases the growth of bacteria from the skin.

#### Surgical Team {#Sec16}

Check proper attire, cover of hair and ears and absence of jewellery before entering the department.Follow the hospital's procedures for surgical handwash and hand hygiene (1B).*Sterile operating gowns*; tight, pressure-tolerant, durable and wet-resistant are recommended (1B). The gown should be close around the neck, have long sleeves with long cuffs and provide enough room for free movements.*In humid or wet operations*, use surgical gowns with liquid-tight sleeve and front (1B).*Caps* covering all hair and ears. Ears may release considerable amounts of bacteria.*Phantom hood* protects against bacteria and particles from the neck, head, ears and cheeks running down into the operating wound. In LAF operating room with vertical ventilation, phantom hood should be used, on the outside of a cap and surgical mask. This applies to the operation team.*Operation helmet* designed to prevent "fallout" from the head/hair can be used instead or other organized measures that provide the same protection.Wear *tight surgical masks* which cover the nose and mouth and is stuck and at rest (1B). If too much movement of a loose-sitting face mask, the release of microbes and particles increases---from the face to the air. It is not avoidable that some skin particles and microbes may "run out" from the underside of the mask.*Beard* cannot be fully covered by surgical mask and may cause release of microbes into the air. Remove beard if you are going to work in an operating department.*Protecting against blood and tissues.* Surgical mask protects against large amounts of invisible blood and tissue drops that come from surgery, especially diathermy, suction, etc. Most of the blood drops and spills around the operation team are invisible. Respirator (P3 mask) protects best against diathermy smoke. Visor or goggles may protect the eye mucosa against risk of blood-borne microbes, since hepatitis virus and HIV can invade the eye mucosa.*Disciplined clothing* must be followed by all personnel working in the operating area. Be particularly careful with "fallout" of skin cells and particles from the head and neck when working under LAF roofs; also applies to anaesthesia.Sterile dressing kits are opened by an assistant immediately before taking on in the operating room.Check that sterile gown is large enough, is suitable for current surgery (e.g. a lot of blood-fluid spills), has good cuffs and is comfortable around the neck.Learn careful dressing of sterile operating equipment.It is easy to contaminate sleeves and cuffs when putting on sterile gloves. Learn the safest method to put on gloves---with the help of an assistant.Use sterile strong gloves with long cuff covering the entire cuff on the gown. After surgery, punctures are often detected in the gloves. Therefore, it is particularly important with good hand disinfection before surgery. If puncture is detected during the operation, turn away from the operating table, remove the gloves, disinfect hands and put on new sterile gloves.Preferably use *double gloves*, possibly with colour indicator for holes, especially at the risk of puncture. Double gloves should be used in orthopaedics and other infection-sensitive surgeries, for procedures where the glove easily gets rifles and always for possible blood-borne infection (hepatitis, HIV, etc.).Change gloves and disinfect hands---from an unclean operating area to a cleaner.Change gloves and disinfect hands---if there is a very large amount of biologic material on the gloves or if suspected contamination.

### Surgical Technique {#Sec17}

A well-trained surgical "team" has normally fewer SSIs than others that are new in the department, and this team is also working more efficiently and faster.Operating volume has a certain effect on the infection rate, but large volume does not mean lower infection rate.Before starting the operation, make peace in the room for a few minutes so that swirled dust/bacteria "settle," keep the doors closed and provide fewest possible major movements and fewest people present. This applies during the surgery until the wound is sewn and covered with bandages.Use least possible amount of foreign materials, thin suture thread, preferably synthetic (minimum reaction), and check that it is stored sterile.Monophilic sutures may imply less infection risk than twisted wire of the same material.If possible, choose synthetic, resorbable suture material, and use the least possible variants in the standard scheme.Avoid tissue damage with poor blood supply (less with sharp cuts than with diathermy) (1B).Avoid drying, strong pressure against tissue and local constringent medicaments.Avoid haematoma and seroma (blood fluid) that give growth conditions for bacteria.Instruments and equipment must be sterile---throughout the operation---and must therefore be covered (1A).Avoid sedimentation of bacteria and particles on an open instrument tables that can further be transferred to surgical wound.Avoid direct touch with gloves on foreign materials (screws, prostheses, sutures) that are to be inserted into tissues for a long period; use sterile forceps, etc.NB. The tip of operating suction system is easily contaminated! Change if suspected to be contaminated. For interventions on different places during an operation, use different suction systems. Also separate use of other equipment between several operating sites during the same operation.Use closed drainage when pus is collected (1B).Avoid prophylactic drainage, or use closed drainage that is treated sterile.Check compressed air and compressed air equipment, preferably battery-powered equipment since compressed air from the wall can contain some bacteria (coagulase-negative staphylococci and others).

### Antibacterial Prophylaxis {#Sec18}

Correct antibacterial agent adapted to specific surgery type (1A).Avoid resistant-driving agents like cephalosporins (third generation), quinolones, clindamycin, etc., and avoid using "commonly" used and important agents.Avoid using vancomycin as a prophylaxis (1B).The prophylaxis should only cover the current operating time and start at the beginning of anaesthesia (1A).The prophylaxis should reach high enough tissue doses before incision (1A). Short half-life preparations (e.g. cefalotin) must be followed up with a new dose if prolonged operating time.Note: antibiotic prophylaxis when elective colorectal surgery (1A).Note: antibiotic prophylaxis at high-risk caesarean section (1A).Note: antibiotic prophylaxis to defined patient groups (foreign bodies, endocarditis, multiple, contaminated trauma, drowning, CNS leakage, frostbite, aspiration, etc.).

Background Information {#Sec19}
======================

Surgery creates most hospital infections, injuries, invalidity and death in the healthcare system \[[@CR1]--[@CR13]\].

The basis for preventive actions lies in major US materials from 1964 with wound classification (clean-dirty), later on Cruse and Foord's 10-year observation of 63,000 operations (1980), Olson's 5-year studies of 20,200 surgical wounds (1984) and CDC's studies of 84,700 operations (1990) \[[@CR1], [@CR27]--[@CR29]\].

Charnley's \[[@CR30]\] and Lidwell's \[[@CR31]\] air contamination studies laid the foundation for infection control in modern surgery. Antibacterial prophylaxis was effective but weakened the importance of other infection control measures \[[@CR32]\]. Long-term problems with antibiotic resistance were not considered at that time \[[@CR32], [@CR33]\].

The first Norwegian studies came in the 1960s from Haukeland Hospital, Aker Hospital, Rikshospitalet and Lillehammer County Hospital \[[@CR34]--[@CR38]\]. CDC's guidelines for prevention of SSI was translated by the Hygiene Group for Eastern Norway in 1985 \[[@CR38]--[@CR40]\].

Knowledge, Evidence and Recommendations {#Sec20}
---------------------------------------

Skilled knowledge in infection control may be low, often not well studied or well documented. High surgical activity in hospitals often results in a high rate of complications like SSIs which leads to serious consequences for patients, healthcare and society. Still, infection control is lacking or rated too low in healthcare. The prevention of SSI is dependent on enough resources, interest, studies, surveys, organization and responsibility. One in three patients in Norwegian hospitals is operated, and 10--20% is complicated by hospital infections that often are preventable! \[[@CR15]--[@CR17], [@CR41]\].

Knowledge is based on studies, experience, attitude and evaluation \[[@CR4]--[@CR12], [@CR39], [@CR40]\]. Requirements for strict evidence may allow most studies to fall through. And "evidence" may often be based on personal understanding and attitude and governed by limited economic resources (Table [33.1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).Table 33.1Levels of evidence for Intervention Studies, According to Research, Theory, Etc. \[[@CR6]\]*Level and source of evidence*1++High-quality meta-analyses, systematic reviews of randomized, controlled trials (RCTs) or RCTs with a very low risk of bias (failure)1+Well-conducted meta-analyses (review of others' studies), systematic reviews of RCTs or RCTs with a low risk of bias1−Meta-analyses, systematic reviews of RCTs or RCTs with a high risk of bias2++High-quality systematic review of case-control or cohort studies; high-quality case-control or cohort studies with a very low risk of confounding, bias or chance, and a high probability that the relationship is causal2+Well-conducted case-control or cohort studies with a low risk of confounding, bias or chance, and a moderate probability that the relationship is causal2−Case-control or cohort studies with a high risk of confounding, bias or chance, and a significant risk that the relationship is not causal3Non-analytical studies (e.g. case reports, case series)4Expert opinion, formal consensus*Nation Coll Center Wom Child Health 2008. Surgical site infection* \[[@CR6]\]

An easier method of rating may be "grading of the quality of evidence"; GRADE (grades of recommendation, assessment, development, and evaluation) *freely summed up from reference* \[[@CR11]\]:Level I---high level---many studies that show essentially the same.Level II---moderate level---fewer studies, limited but showing about the same, not controversial.Level III---low level---low-quality studies, varied, differentiating results or no rigorous studies, only expert consensus \[[@CR11]\].

"Evidence-based medicine" is often used incorrectly, for example, in case of missing studies. During the SARS epidemic in 2003, the WHO reported that "there was no evidence of" SARS transmission in airplanes, which led to greater spread of infection among air passengers where SARS patients had been passengers \[[@CR42]\]. During the Ebola epidemic in 2014--2015, WHO said that there was "no evidence of airborne transmission," which resulted in only contact isolation (contact and droplets, rate 1 m from the patient) and lack of infection protection equipment for healthcare professionals and assistants. Several hundreds were infected and died before personal protective equipment for airborne transmission came into place \[[@CR43]\].

Many key infection control studies are *ethically* not feasible for evidence-based medicine. It is never documented that using sterile gloves leads to fewer SSIs than the use of non-sterile gloves or no gloves at all. It has never been studied whether disinfection of the operating area has any effect. Therefore, "recommendations" are often used: 1A, 1B, 1C, II and unclear (see Table [33.2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), which is easier to acquire \[[@CR2], [@CR4], [@CR12], [@CR13], [@CR39], [@CR40], [@CR44]\].Table 33.2Recommendation categories for infection protection: divided into categories from the CDC/HICPAC system*According to research, theory, feasibility and if possible economic solution*Category IAA strong recommendation supported by high- to moderate-quality evidence suggesting net clinical benefits or harmsCategory IBA strong recommendation supported by low-quality evidence suggesting net clinical benefits or harms or an accepted practice (e.g. aseptic technique), supported by low- to very low-quality evidenceCategory ICA strong recommendation required by state or federal regulationCategory IIA weak recommendation supported by any quality evidence suggesting a trade-off between clinical benefits and harmsNo recommendation/unsolved issueAn issue for which there is low- to very low-quality evidence with uncertain trade-offs between the benefits and harms or no published evidence on outcomes deemed critical to weighing the risk and benefits of a given interventionRefs. [@CR2]--[@CR4], [@CR12], [@CR13], [@CR39], [@CR40], [@CR44]

Practical learning and experience determine the outcome. Degree of implementation of preventive measures and written procedures depends on management, knowledge and responsibility.

Definitions, Diagnosis and Registration {#Sec22}
---------------------------------------

Surgical site infection may occur up to 30 days after surgery and up to 1 year of implanted prosthesis and other foreign matters \[[@CR2]--[@CR4], [@CR7], [@CR8]--[@CR13]\]. Definitions and methods of registration change constantly \[[@CR2]--[@CR13], [@CR18]\]. Daily observation and registration is the gold standard \[[@CR11]\].

### Wound Classification {#Sec23}

In 1964, the National Academy of Sciences-Research Council classified surgical wounds \[[@CR27]\]:Clean wound---sterile tissue.Clean-contaminated wounds---through mucous membranes---controlled measures may be taken.Contaminated wounds---open trauma or contamination from the intestinal tract or major break of sterility.Heavily contaminated or infected surgical wound---pus, perforated intestines, etc. \[[@CR27]\].

The Research Council's wound classification system resulted in prevalence of SSI in 3.3%, 7.4%, 16.4% and 28.6% in classes 1--4, respectively \[[@CR27]\]. The highest rate of SSI was found among patients with heavily contaminated surgical wound, class 4 \[[@CR27]\]. In Cruse and Foord's surveys were classes 1--4 consistent with the development of SSI in 1.5%, 7.7%, 15.2% and 40%, respectively, and in the CDC's large material, 2.1%, 3.3%, 6.4% and 7.1%, respectively \[[@CR1], [@CR29]\]. The definitions are further developed by CDC \[[@CR7], [@CR18]\].

#### Special Diagnosis: SSI (CDC) \[[@CR3]\] {#Sec24}

##### Superficial Wound Infection {#Sec25}

Occurring within 30 days after operation + involving the skin, subcutaneous tissue or musculature over fasciae + one of the following:Pus from the wound or the drain.Microorganism isolated from sore fluid prior to primary suture.The wound is opened/drained.Medical doctor's diagnosis.

##### Deep Wound Infection {#Sec26}

Inflammation/pus in deeper tissues (the fascia, intra-abdominal, intramuscular, osteitis, arthritis, mediastinitis, mm.)---occurring within 30 days postoperatively or up to 1 year after implant (foreign) prosthesis, metal wire (sternum, etc.) + one of the following:Infection is related to operative treatment.Involves tissue at or under fascia.+ one of the following:Pus from the wound or the drain.Wound opens spontaneously with pus production and/or is opened by a surgeon when the patient has a fever (\>38 °C) and/or localized pain or tenderness.Abscess occurs.Medical doctor's diagnosis.

*More recent definitions* divide postoperative deep wound infections into deep infections and deep infections in organs/cavities (organ/space) \[[@CR7], [@CR18]\].

### Quality of Registration Is Discussed {#Sec27}

Definitions of SSI are often perceived as varied, partly unclear and different \[[@CR45], [@CR46]\]. In a study from 156 hospitals in the United Kingdom, definitions for SSI were not used (15%), superficial wound infections not reported (10%), postoperative period not followed up (8%) or not according to routines, and a large number of hospitals delivered non-compliant data \[[@CR47]\]. Similar problems are detected in Norway. The patient is often not informed---even when serious SSI \[[@CR48]\]. Partly this may be due to lack of consensus and/or the wish for good results \[[@CR48]\].

Since 1970, many national registration systems for hospital infections have been developed. However, they are not completely comparable. There are separate systems for the United States (NHSN), Spain (INCLIMECC), France (RAISIN), Hungary (NNSR), Germany (KISS), Finland (SIRO), the Netherlands (PREZIES), Scotland (SSHAIP) and the United Kingdom (NINSS) and for Europe (HELICS) \[[@CR49], [@CR50]\]. In all systems, registration generally leads to lower infection rates \[[@CR49]\].

#### Registering the Operations Team's Competence {#Sec28}

There is a lack of methods for monitoring surgical skills and competence of the operation team; some surgeons may have a too high share of SSI compared to others \[[@CR1]\]. In one study, four factors were significantly associated with SSI: patient age, preoperative hospital stay, preoperative shaving and the surgeon \[[@CR51]\]. Recently graduated surgeons may have a some higher rate of SSI than experienced surgeons without having more risk patients, but because of longer operating time. With more experience, operating time and SSI rate may decrease \[[@CR52]\].

Sherlaw et al. \[[@CR53]\] observed SSI in 11.9% of 2146 cardiac surgery patients in London. Accumulation of SSI was seen in some surgeons, so called bad run, which was corrected when detected \[[@CR53]\]. In the United States, the prevalence of SSI may be connected to the individual surgeon as the basis for evaluation and further employment contracts.

The operation team must have good competence in infection control and should follow established routines \[[@CR54]\].

#### Syndrome Monitoring and Registration {#Sec29}

Algorithms, with data from the patient administration system, can be used with relatively high sensitivity and specificity regarding SSI, which in one study was 6.6% of all operated patients \[[@CR55]\].

### Surgical Quality: Volume and Number of Beds {#Sec30}

Medicare patient complaints are used in the United States for the ranking of hospitals with high or low rate of infection after hip arthroplasty \[[@CR56]\]. Among 524, 900 patients hip-operated at 3300 US hospitals in the period 2005--2007, 7.8% had SSI \[[@CR56]\]. The best hospital ("best-performing") had an infection rate of 4.3% against 14.9% among the worst (worst-performing). Patients in the "worst hospitals" had a 2.9-fold chance of getting SSI. Most infections, 90--97%, were detected after discharge from the hospitals (stay in hospital ca 5 days), after 16.5 days for superficial SSI and 30 days for deep and organ/cavity SSI (21--59 days) \[[@CR56]\]. One in five deep infections were detected more than 3 months after surgery. In all, 90% of the "best" hospitals and 74% of the "worst" hospitals performed less than 20 hip prostheses surgery each year on Medicare patients. The annual operating volume per hospital was often very low \[[@CR56]\].

A prospective study of surgical volume and SSI was conducted at 18 hospitals between 2004 and 2005 \[[@CR57]\]. Hospitals were divided into small volumes (\<1500 procedures), medium volumes (1500--4000 operations) and large volumes (≥4000 operations). The smallest and largest hospitals had almost two times the risk of SSI, compared to medium-sized hospitals \[[@CR57]\].

A health network study (NHSN) from the United States, detected SSI in 1.9% of 849,659 surgery patients at 847 hospitals in 43 states from 2006 to 2009 \[[@CR58]\]. A total of 39 types of surgery were studied and only deep/body cavity infections were recorded. Only hospitalized and readmitted patients were examined \[[@CR58]\]. Several types of surgery had an increased risk of SSI associated with larger hospitals than hospitals with fewer beds. In hip arthroplasty, there was a significantly greater risk of SSI in hospitals with \>200 beds versus ≤200 beds (*p* \< 0.0001, multivariate analysis). Similar findings were shown for knee replacement surgery, open surgery on long tubular fractures, colon surgery, rectum surgery, appendectomy, hernia surgery, small intestine surgery, exploratory abdominal laparotomy, thoracic surgery, amputation, cholecystectomy, laminectomy and craniotomy. Between 201 and 500 beds (versus \<200/\>500) were associated with fewer SSIs for ventricular shunt, chest surgery and coronary artery bypass graft. Fewer SSIs after surgery on the biliary tract, liver and pancreas were associated with \<200 beds or \>500 beds (versus 200--500), and fewer SSIs were reported after hysterectomy and renal transplantation in hospitals with more than 500 beds (versus \<500) \[[@CR58]\].

In some cases, large hospitals may be an advantage, while most surgical procedures provide significant best results with regard to SSI in smaller hospitals, ≤200 or 200--500 beds; see Table [33.3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} \[[@CR58]\].Table 33.3Deep or organ/cavity SSIs detected during admission/readmission at the same hospital; National Healthcare Safety Network, 2006--2008Type of operationOperationsNumber of bedsOR*p*-valueStatistics analysisLowest SSI at larger hospitals«bed size»Ref muOr smaller hospitals?Appendectomies5889\>500 vs \<5002.60.0013MultivariateLess than 500Craniotomy9918\>500 vs \<5001.80.0013MultivariateLess than 500Laminectomy40,513\>500 vs \<5001.80.0003MultivariateLess than 500MultivariateRectum Surgery1215\>500 vs \<5003.50006MultivariateLess than 500Small intestine surgery4200\>500 vs ≤2001.80.0001MultivariateLess than 200Cholecystectomy14,726\>200 vs ≤2002.60.0022MultivariateLess than 200Colon Surgery62,782\>200 vs ≤2001.20.0004MultivariateLess than 200Caesarean Section30,645\>200 vs ≤2002.3\<0.0001MultivariateLess than 200Open op. fracture long bones10,646\>200 vs ≤2001.70.0064MultivariateLess than 200Hernia operation7487\>200 vs ≤2002.30.0035MultivariateLess than 200Hip arthroplasty131,823\>200 vs ≤2001.4\<0.0001MultivariateLess than 200\>500 vs ≤5001.20.0004UnivariateLess than 500Knee arthroplasty172,055\>200 vs ≤2001.20.01MultivariateLess than 200\>200 vs ≤2001.120,039UnivariateLess than 200Hysterectomy54,877≤500 vs \>5001.40.0137MultivariateGreater than 500Kidney transplant1625≤500 vs \>5003.7\<0.0001UnivariateGreater than 500Breast surgery3167≤200/\>500 vs 201--5004.50.0422Multivariate200--500 bedsVentricular shunt5379≤200/\>500 vs 201--5005.9\<0.0001Multivariate200--500 bedsSource: Mu et al. \[[@CR58]\]

Occurrence and Mortality {#Sec31}
------------------------

In Europe, 1.5--20% of operations may result in SSI, depending on type of surgery and wound classification \[[@CR20]--[@CR22], [@CR49], [@CR50]\]. Patients with SSI are being up to 60% more frequent intensive patients, five times more frequently readmitted to hospital, and have 2--3 times greater risk of dying than corresponding patients without SSI.In the United States, it is calculated that 2--5% of surgical patients may develop SSI. This generates 7--11 extra days in hospital and leads to 2--11 times as high mortality where 77% of deaths are directly related to the infection \[[@CR4], [@CR11]\].After general surgery, the risk of death may be 7.5% with one postoperative infection, and if there are more hospital infections in the patient at the same time, the risk of death may increase to 17.1% \[[@CR59]\]. Organ-associated postoperative infection shows very high "in-hospital" mortality \[[@CR59]\].Elderly patients (70 years or more) with SSI caused by *S. aureus* have approximately three times greater risk of death than the same age group without infection \[[@CR60]\]. If more virulent bacteria, like MRSA, the death rate may increase up to 74% \[[@CR8], [@CR61]\].A survey of 114,677 patients in the period 2009--2011 showed that among surgical patients with hospital infection, 14.4% died, against 3.7% of non-operated with the same type of hospital infection \[[@CR62]\]. If all complications were merged, mortality was 73% among surgical patients, versus 37% of non-operated with the same proportion of complications \[[@CR62]\].

### Smaller Hospital: Fewer Infections and Lower Mortality? {#Sec32}

In Pennsylvania State, 4.1% of patients with SSI died in 2007 \[[@CR24]\]. Mortality rate was twice as large at hospitals with the greatest surgical activity, compared with small hospitals with only half of the surgical activity; see Table [33.4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}.Table 33.3Infections and death in large and small hospitals---Pennsylvania 2005 PHC4 \[[@CR24]\]Type of hospital (patients)Surgical activityHAIDied with HAIDied without HAIGroup 1 hospital (636998)36%1.40%14.2%2.2%Group 2 hospital (352047)31%1.18%14.4%2.4%Group 3 hospital (426984)22%0.93%11.5%2.4%Group 4 hospitals (104189)16%0.57%10.5%2.6%Source: Pennsylvania Healthcare C42005. *HAI* hospital-associated infection \[[@CR24]\]

All Types of Operations {#Sec33}
-----------------------

In a national study based on hospital data (NIS) from 723,500 operations in the United States in 2009, only 1% had SSI; extra stay in hospital was 9.7 days and extra expenses approximately 20,850 USD per patient \[[@CR63]\]. Lowest infection rates were in obstetrics/gynaecology, 0.06%, and highest for small intestine resection (6.24%) \[[@CR63]\].Health network study from the United States in 2011 detected SSI in 1.9% of 849, 659 operated patients \[[@CR58]\]. A total of 39 surgery types were investigated; only deep/organ-cavity infections were recorded, and only admitted and readmitted patients were examined \[[@CR58]\]. Increased risk for SSI was related to higher risk score (ASA score), contaminated-strongly contaminated surgeries, long operating time and at larger hospitals compared to smaller hospitals \[[@CR58]\].In France it was 38% reduction of SSI after surgery in 964,128 patients, from 2.0% in 1999 to 1.26% in 2006 (*p* \< 0.001) \[[@CR21]\]. Risk factors were age (≥65 years), ASA score 3--5, wound classes 3 and 4, operation duration over the 75 percentile, emergency operation, many procedures on the same patient and admitted for 48 h or more preoperatively. Gastrointestinal and gynaecological surgery had the highest infection rate, 2.81% and 1.72%, respectively \[[@CR21]\].A multicentre study from four continents found that 2.9% of 261,000 surgical patients had SSI \[[@CR64]\].Ιn Australia, 183,625 operations were monitored in the period 2002--2013. In all, 2.8% had SSI \[[@CR19]\]. Infection rate fell by an annual reduction of 11% for superficial infections, 9% for deep and 5% for organ/cavity infections \[[@CR19]\]. But in the same period, the SSI with antibiotic-resistant bacteria increased \[[@CR19]\].

### Norway {#Sec34}

Investigations from the 1960s showed incidence of SSI in 13.1% of the cases at Haukeland Hospital, Bergen (1968--1969); 2.3% at Aker Hospital, Oslo (1975--1976); 8% at Rikshospitalet, Oslo (1975--1976); and 2.2% at Lillehammer County Hospital, Oppland (1976--1977) \[[@CR34]--[@CR38]\]. Variations may have been related to registration methods. In 1981, the prevalence of SSI registered nationwide was 4% \[[@CR65]\]. Over the past 20 years, SSI has varied between 5% and 12%, and up to 15--20% of patients have been followed up after discharge \[[@CR15]--[@CR17], [@CR41]\]. The number of patients with SSI is relatively large in Norway, since one out of three admitted to hospitals is operated \[[@CR17]\].At Ullevål University Hospital, 57,300 patients were followed with prevalence studies during the period 1995--2007 \[[@CR17]\]. In all, 13.4% of 12,430 operated patients had postoperative HAI compared to 5% among non-operated, which documented surgery as a risk area in medicine \[[@CR17]\]. SSI was detected in 6.2%, with an annual variation from 3.9% to 7.2% and with the lowest rate in 2002. There was a significant reduction of SSI from 1995 to 2002. Establishment of healthcare enterprises in 2002, according to "new public management" with a focus on efficiency and profit, resulted in increased prevalence of SSI and other hospital infections \[[@CR17]\]. The general workload with patients increased, while cleaning and maintenance of the hospital fell into decay. This may have led to increase in hospital infections, including SSI \[[@CR17]\].Most SSIs are deep infections in Norway. In 2011, SSI was proven nationwide in 7.8% (6.8--8.8) of surgical patients at hospitals, and 80% of these were deep or cavity infections. At the same time, 12.7% (9.5--16.0) of recently operated patients in Norwegian nursing homes had SSI, and half of these had serious, deep infections (National Public Health). Mortality of SSI is not recorded in Norway.

Special Types of Operations {#Sec35}
---------------------------

### Prosthesis Operations {#Sec36}

Prosthetic surgery in the hip and knee is increasing and is a source of severe SSIs \[[@CR49]\]. Registration in Europe and the United States shows a similar rate of infection, 1--3%; total hip joint arthroplasty, 1.3--2.91%; and total knee joint arthroplasty, 0.67--3.7% \[[@CR49]\].In 2004, 49,500 hip operations were examined in 14 European countries; 2.2% had SSI, total prosthesis 1.6% and partial 4% \[[@CR50]\].Simultaneous arthroplasty for the knee joint and hips showed no difference with regard to SSI between unilateral and bilateral operations. An exception was for antibiotic prophylaxis that could be prolonged by bilateral surgery \[[@CR66]\].In the United States, SSIs after hip surgery are monitored by insurance companies such as Medicare at 3300 hospitals \[[@CR56]\]. During the period 2005--2007, 7.8% of 524,892 operated patients had SSI \[[@CR56]\]. By a ranking of hospitals, the best had a prevalence of approximately 1.5% SSIs and the worst 2.5--3%. The worst of all hospitals, with SSIs of 5--8.8%, were represented by only 0.2% of all hospitals \[[@CR56]\].In France, there was 36% reduction of SSI after hip prosthesis, from 1.1% in 1999 to 0.7% in 2006 (*p* = 0.002 for linear trend) \[[@CR21]\].In Sweden, deep infections following total hip prosthesis were followed up for 2 years. In all, 0.9% had deep SSIs, and 405 of 443 were reoperated one or more times. The most common microbes isolated were *S. aureus* and white staphylococci \[[@CR67]\].Norway established a hip register in 1987 with extension to register for other prosthesis surgeries in 1994 \[[@CR68], [@CR69]\]. Ca. 2% of 854 total prostheses of the knee were reoperated because of infection in 1994 \[[@CR68]\]. During the period 1987--2011, there were ca. 11,000 surgeries with hip prosthesis every year, having an SSI rate of 3%; and 1% were reoperated \[[@CR70]\]. The SSI rate was for total prosthesis 2.6% and for hemiprosthesis 7.7%. Risk factors were hemiprosthesis, man, high age, other concomitant diseases, too short or long operating time, immediate help operations, uncemented prosthesis and NNIS risk index of \>0. The reasons why---despite many preventive measures---there is now more than a threefold risk of reoperation due to prosthetic infection, compared to earlier, are discussed \[[@CR70]\].Uckay et al. \[[@CR10]\] refer to the risk of SSI according to different SSIs---registers for primary hip---and knee operations, such as 0.8% (Norwegian register, 73,000 arthroplastics), 0.9% (Finnish register, 4628 arthroplastics) and 0.9% (Geneva register, 6101 arthroplastics), and recommend active follow-up of the patient after discharge (1A), multimodal intervention (1A) and adequate antibiotic prophylaxis (1A).Deep/organ-cavity infections were detected in 0.7% of 131,879 hip-operated patients in a US healthcare study in 2011. Only inpatient and recruited patients were investigated \[[@CR58]\]. Multivariate analysis showed increased risk of SSI in older patients, higher ASA scores, longer operating time, type of surgery (total, partial, reoperated) and larger hospitals, \>200 beds versus ≤200 beds \[[@CR58]\].

### Hernia Operations {#Sec37}

In France it was 70% reduction of SSI, from 1.0% in 1999 to 0.3% in 2006 (*p* \< 0.0001) \[[@CR21]\].Among 120,000 hernia operations, the following anatomical site was associated with risk of SSI, 0.45% for inguinal/femoral, 1.16% for umbilical and 4.11% for ventral hernia surgery \[[@CR71]\]. SSI was higher at open surgery than endoscopic surgery by bowel obstruction/necrosis \[[@CR71]\].

### Caesarean Sections {#Sec38}

Among 1605 patients with lower-segment caesarean sections in the United States, 5% had SSI \[[@CR72]\].In France there were 56% reduction of SSI after caesarean section, from 3.6% in 1999 to 1.6% in 2006 (*p* \< 0.0001) \[[@CR21]\].Deep/organ-cavity infections were detected at 1.9% of 30,645 caesarean surgery patients in the United States, 2011 \[[@CR58]\]. Multivariate analysis showed increased risk of SSI in obesity, older pregnant women, higher-risk scores, contaminated/highly contaminated surgery and major hospitals, \>200 beds versus ≤200 beds \[[@CR58]\].In England (2008), after 5563 caesarean sections, 13.6% reported wound problems, hence 84% after discharge, while 8.9% (2.9--17.9%) had defined SSIs \[[@CR73]\]. In all, five risk factors for SSI were detected: obesity, age, blood loss, wound closure method and haste operation \[[@CR73]\].In four hospitals in the United Kingdom, 9.8% out of 4107 caesarean patients developed SSI; median time of detection was 10 days \[[@CR74]\]. Sixty-six percent of the cases were detected by healthcare professionals and 34% of the patient herself \[[@CR74]\]. Follow-up time was 30 days but might vary.In Norway, SSI rate was 5.2% in 6855 caesarean sections during the period 2009--2011 with a large variation between the different hospitals \[[@CR75]\]. The smaller hospitals had no more SSI than the large university hospitals. Ullevål University Hospital with the largest number of patients had a very low postoperative wound infection rate, 2.9% \[[@CR75]\]. In 2014 the national incidence was 4.9%, thereof deep 1.2%, with significant variation between hospitals.

### Hysterectomy {#Sec39}

In Finland, a study among 516 patients with abdominal hysterectomy (benign conditions) showed a SSI rate of 4.7% \[[@CR76]\].

### Kidney Transplants {#Sec40}

Among 441 kidney transplant patients in the period 2010--2011, 15% had SSI, of which over half were deep or cavity infections \[[@CR77]\]. The most vulnerable were obese patients (BMI \> 30) or former drug addicts.

### Coronary Artery Bypass Graft (CABG) and Other Cardiac Surgeries {#Sec41}

SSI after cardiac surgery varies, 6.2% or more. Among 1000 CABG patients, 5.6% had SSI \[[@CR78]\]. Over 60% were detected after discharge. Diabetic patients had a longer incubation time for SSI---more than 17 days postoperatively, than others. In order to make SSI a more reliable indicator, it is recommended that the patient should be followed up for more than 6 weeks \[[@CR78]\].CDC reported 7.8% SSIs in 2576 patients, largely bypass operated, in 2000 \[[@CR79]\]. Patients with SSIs had significantly longer operation time and time on cardiopulmonary bypass, than patients without infection \[[@CR79]\].A total of 4.5% SSIs among 2620 bypass-operated patients in 2012 resulted in reoperation in 7.7% of the cases \[[@CR80]\]. There was SSI in the sternal wound in 3.6% and in the donor wound in 1.2% of the cases. SSI prolonged hospital stay from 14.5 to 42.2 days, *p* \< 0.001, and quadrupled time in intensive units, from 4 days to 15 days, *p* \< 0.001.A high infection rate, 11.9%, detected among 2146 heart-operated patients in London, was associated with age over 70 years, number of surgical procedures, CABG and flap operated combined, kidney disease and 3 or more days between admission and surgery \[[@CR53]\].The number of major heart surgery (MHS) operations among 13 countries in Europe was in 2006 estimated to be 25,570; 26.8% had postoperative infections, and 2.2% had SSIs \[[@CR81]\].Sternal infections were studied among 18,460 patients in the period 2005--2012 in Turkey \[[@CR82]\]. In all, 2.6% got SSI caused by white staphylococcus (36%) or *S. aureus* (31%) \[[@CR82]\].Surgical site infections caused by environmental flora and by contamination of sterile procedures (ice water cardioplegic) are well known, especially of multiresistant *Enterobacter cloacae* \[[@CR83]--[@CR86]\].From 1987 to 1988, nine patients had postoperative infections with multidrug-resistant *E. cloacae* after cardiovascular surgery \[[@CR83], [@CR84]\]. All survived the infection that was transmitted via contaminated sterile fluids (cardioplegic fluids---for cooling the heart) \[[@CR83], [@CR84]\].*Postoperative mediastinitis* caused by MRSA is more serious than MSSA (methicillin-sensitive *S. aureus*), in that patients with MRSA have significantly shorter survival time than patients with MSSA \[[@CR87]\]. After 1 month, 1 year and 3 years, the survival rate was 60%, 52.5% and 26.3% for MRSA patients, respectively, compared to 84.6%, 79% and 79% for MSSA patients, respectively. There was a significantly greater treatment failure in MRSA patients than MSSA patients with medianistitis \[[@CR87]\].Sternal wound infections occur three times more frequently in men than women, and smoking, use of internal mammary artery for grafting and age over 70 years are associated with sternal wound infection \[[@CR88]\].Among 12,315 patients with median sternotomy in the period 1987--1998, 3.3% became reoperated due to postoperative bleeding \[[@CR89]\]. Of these, 14% died postoperatively by noninfectious complications. Early reoperation reduced wound infections, sepsis and respiratory treatment. Late reoperation resulted in more than 20 days of extra hospital stay \[[@CR89]\].Bitkover et al. \[[@CR90]\] examined sternal wound infections caused by coagulase-negative staphylococci (kns) and found that in an ultraclean environment, the bacteria come into the wound during surgery from the patient's skin and from the operation team.Tegnell et al. \[[@CR91]\] compared sternal wound infection caused by kns with uninfected matched controls and found that the risk of infection was associated with the number of preoperative days in the hospital, total surgery length and early reoperation for other reasons. A long exposure to the hospital environment is a risk factor and the treatment may be difficult because of more resistant bacteria \[[@CR91]\].De Feo et al. \[[@CR92]\] studied the prognosis of deep postoperative sternal infection among 13,420 operated and found that 0.8% had deep infection; hence 16.9% died in hospitals. Early and aggressive treatment reduced morbidity and mortality \[[@CR92]\].Among 133,488 patients with CABG, SSI was detected in 2.2% of the sternal wounds and in 1.2% of deep/organ-cavity wounds \[[@CR58]\]. Only hospitalized and rehospitalized patients were recorded \[[@CR58]\]. Small hospitals ≤200 or large hospitals \>500 beds were significantly associated with the occurrence of deep, serious SSIs, *p* = 0.0001, than mid-sized hospitals \[[@CR58]\].At Ullevål University Hospital, Norway, in all 1237 CABG-ACB patients were monitored in the period 2005--2009 \[[@CR93]\]. SSI was detected in the sternal wound, drainage site and/or donor site in 17.8% of the patients. In all, 14.3% of SSIs were detected within 30 days and 3.5% between 30 and 60 days. Infection in sternal wound occurred in 5.7% (superficial 4.7% and deep 1.1%), leg wound (donor site) in 7.3% and drainage site in 1.3%. *S. aureus* was the most frequently detected bacterium (23.2%) and MRSA in one patient (0.6%) \[[@CR93]\].Risk factors are obesity, diabetes, age over 70 years, nasal carrier state of *S. aureus* in the patient (occasionally also in the operation team), preoperative long retention (48 h or more), high-risk score (ASA score, etc.) and long operating time (over 75 percentile).

### Colorectal Surgery: Elective {#Sec42}

In a study of 99 patients at Lillehammer County Hospital, SSI was detected in 8%, seven in the abdominal wound and one in the perineum after rectum amputation \[[@CR94]\].SSI was detected in 20.7% of 13,661 patients with elective colorectal surgery in Spain in 2007--2011, one in five after discharge, and these were most often operated by laparoscopy \[[@CR95]\].Antibiotic-resistant gram-negative rod bacteria increase strongly and pose a particular risk at intestinal surgery, also concerning the selection of antibiotic prophylaxis \[[@CR96]\].

### Cholecystectomy {#Sec43}

In France there were 55% reduction of SSI after cholecystectomy, from 0.9% in 1999 to 0.4% in 2006 (*p* = 0.01 for linear trend) \[[@CR21]\].In the United States, among national materials of 14,726 patients, 0.4% had deep/organ-cavity infection after surgery \[[@CR58]\]. Age over 52 years, ASA score \>2 and the duration of the operation were significantly related to SSI (*p* = 0.013, *p* = 0.38 and *p* \< 0.0001). Hospitals with beds over 200 were significantly associated with increased incidence of deep, serious hospital infection, *p* = 0.002 \[[@CR58]\].

### Neurosurgery: External Ventricular Drainage {#Sec44}

Risk of ventriculitis after neurosurgery is significantly associated with the drain placed under unsterile conditions and with the number of samples taken from the drain \[[@CR97]\]. In a retrospective study of 410 patients during 2005--2010, 10.2% of the patients had postoperative ventriculitis \[[@CR97]\]. It is assumed that 5--20% of these patients may develop postoperative ventriculitis, mostly by *S. aureus* and *S. epidermidis.*In the United States, 5% of 5373 patients operated with a ventricular shunt developed a deep/organ-cavity infection \[[@CR58]\]. Small hospitals with fewer beds ≤200 or large hospitals with \>500 beds were significantly associated with an increased incidence of deep, serious hospital infection, *p* = 0.0001, than medium-sized hospital with 201--500 patient beds \[[@CR58]\].

### Robot-Assisted Surgery {#Sec45}

Increased incidence of SSI has been demonstrated for certain types of robot-assisted surgery compared with national data for open surgery in the United States \[[@CR98]\]. This can be related to "learning curve" by use of the robot \[[@CR98]\]. After 273 robot-assisted procedures, 5.9% developed SSIs \[[@CR98]\]. Operating time was mean 333.6 min (\>5.5 h), and those with the longest operating time had significantly more infections than those with shorter time (*p* \< 0.001) \[[@CR98]\]. Robot-assisted and open surgery showed a difference in incidence of SSI, especially in prostate, gynaecological, colon and hernia surgery \[[@CR98]\].

Norway {#Sec46}
------

In 2014, the incidence of registered SSI was 4.5%, for bypass operations, 4.1%; for caesarean section, 4.9%; for hip prosthesis total, 1.8%; for hip prosthesis hemi, 3.1%; for open cholecystectomy, 14.2%; for laparoscopic cholecystectomy, 4.1%; and for colon surgery, 11.8% (Table [33.5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}) \[[@CR99]\].Table 33.4Postoperative wound infection---surgical site infections: international and Norwegian resultsReferenceOperation typeYear publ.Total operatedTotal %Hip prothesis totalHip prothesis partiellCAGB sterum and donorCesarean sectionColon surgeryCholesystectomiCommentsRosenthal et al.; INICCMore types2013261,0002,94,50,79,44 ContinentsCDC-NHSN data, EdwardsMore types20092,91,85,6USALissovyMore types2009723,490104,11,1USA 2005Mu, USA^a^Many types2011849,6591,91,42,21,95,80,6USA National^a^Wilson 2007More types2007111,3601,643,72,78,91,3Europe 2004; HELICSWorth 2015More types2015183,6252,84,928,7AustraliaSherlaw-JohnsonCAGB2007214611,9EnglandKingCAGB20143036,6LondonWilsonCesarean201341079,8UKCalderwoodHip prothesis2013524,8927,8Medicare, USALindgrenHip prothesis201445,5310,9Sweden*Norway*Ullevål (Andersen)All200912,4306,2Prevalence UllevålNational prevalence (FHI)All2014?7National Public HealthFlatmarkColon surgery20001008Lillehammer FSHDale H (1987--2011)Hip prothesis201111,0002,67,7Norwegian registerNorway FHI---6 op. types6 types201164693,15,16,76,915,97,1Incidence 2011Norway FHI---6 op. types6 types201329,0162,23,93,64,213,54,5Incidence 2013CABG, coronary artery bypass graft; ACB, artery coronary bypass. Ref. [@CR100]^a^Primary wound, only detected in hospital + readmitted same hospital

Monitoring and Readmissions for SSIs {#Sec47}
------------------------------------

Over 60% of postoperative surgical site infections may be detected after discharge from hospital, mostly due to the short length of stay \[[@CR11]\]. The SSI was detected after discharge in one of four patients in a study of 1103 patients, of which 9.4% had SSI \[[@CR100]\]. The same was found in 13,661 uncomplicated elective, colorectal operations, of which 20.7% had SSI; one of four patients with SSIs were detected after discharge \[[@CR95]\]. More than half of them were readmitted. The SSI was related to younger age, women and endoscopic surgery \[[@CR95]\].

SSIs are often deep and severe infections that most often may lead to rehospitalization and additional surgery \[[@CR14]--[@CR17], [@CR47], [@CR48]\]. In Norway, about 0.5% of all patients in hospitals are readmitted, mainly because of surgical site infections \[[@CR14]--[@CR17]\].

Most SSIs occur within 30 days, but for prosthesis and other foreign materials, a significant proportion may occur later on (Fig. [33.1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR101]\]. The time from surgery to deep/organ SSI after total knee replacement (TKR) surgery can often be up to 1 year, and the same may apply to mastectomy with prosthetic implant, while infections after total hip prosthesis (THR) and coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) seem to occur some earlier, within 60--90 days (see Figure [33.1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR101]\].Fig. 33.1Time from surgery to deep/organ SSI after total knee replacement surgery (TKR), mastectomy with prosthetic implant, total hip prosthesis (THR) and coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG). *Source: Julie D Lankiewicz, ICHE 2012* \[[@CR101]\]

A short follow-up after surgery may often fail \[[@CR47], [@CR48], [@CR101]--[@CR106]\].A study of 50,128 procedures (most with implants) over 10 years showed that most SSIs were detected within a month (75--92%) after operation, 93% after 3 months, 97% after 6 months and 100% after 12 months \[[@CR103]\]. Surgical procedures examined were heart, orthopaedic, neuro, spinal, thorax and vascular operations, a total of 888 infections, 1.7% \[[@CR103]\].In a study of Norwegian SSI after coronary bypass surgery of 1237 patients at Ullevål University Hospital in Norway, SSIs occurred in 12% of the patients, 3.5% after 30 days \[[@CR93]\].Among Swedish ACB-operated patients, SSIs were found in totally 30.5% \[[@CR104]\]. Most sternal infections came within 30 days postoperatively, while 27% of leg infections (harvesting site) came 30--60 days postoperatively \[[@CR104]\]. Similar findings have been made by Sharma et al. \[[@CR105]\].In a large study from the United States of 723,490 surgical procedures from seven specialties (neuro, cardio, colorectal, skin/chest, gastrointestinal, ortho, obstr-gyn), only 1% had defined SSI, but ca. 2.5% of the patients (ca. 18,300) were readmitted one or more times because of SSI! \[[@CR63]\].

Registration of SSI is still a major challenge \[[@CR47], [@CR48], [@CR78], [@CR106]\].

### Long-Lasting SSIs {#Sec48}

Monitoring shows long-term sick leave, out of work, early retirement, large consumption of home care, many subsequent readmissions and prolonged hospital stay, transfer to nursing homes, etc. because of SSIs \[[@CR48]\]. So the final cost for the patient and for society at large is probably great.

The Norwegian System of Patient Injury Compensation (NPE) (Norsk Pasientskade Erstatning) treated in the period 2001--2012 137 cases concerning equipment left behind in the patient during surgery. Out of these, 83 were approved and 54 rejected. Forgotten compresses and tampons dominated, but it was also abandoned metal equipment \[[@CR107]\].

### Short Postoperative Hospital Stay Is Associated with Increased Mortality {#Sec49}

Studies from Sweden show that short postoperative hospital stay, \<10 days after hip fracture, results in significantly increased mortality \[[@CR108]\]. A total of 116,100 hip surgery patients were in the period 2006--2012 examined for death within 30 days \[[@CR108]\]. Increased mortality rate may be the result of savings, shorter hospital stays, fewer beds and sicker patients, treated by a less competent and deficient health level outside hospitals. A good system for registering mortality rate according to hospital infections and other injuries should be established in all countries, including Norway.

### Healthcare Personnel May Be Infected and Be a Source of Infection {#Sec50}

The staff can become infected from patients, resulting in long-term sick leave, residual damage and disability benefits. Among 389 healthcare professionals with work-related infection in Germany, only 17 complaints were accepted, the rest rejected \[[@CR109]\]. Outbreaks of infections among surgery patients may be related to infection or carrier state in the surgical personnel or the personnel handling the patients in the pre- or postoperative phases \[[@CR110]--[@CR112]\].

Expenses Related to SSIs {#Sec51}
------------------------

Hospital infections may cost extra, depending on the severity and on each country's basic costs and contribution for patients in hospital \[[@CR11], [@CR60], [@CR83], [@CR113]--[@CR119]\]. SSI means often 6--14 days extra stay in hospital, reduced capacity and resources and delayed treatment of other patients.Additional costs for SSIs were in 2008, from 3000 to 29,000 USD per patient with SSI in the United States \[[@CR11]\].After SSIs in hip replacement (Sweden) or heart surgery (France) were the direct costs for many years ago approximately 35,700 USD per patient.In Norway, the extra expense of three heart surgery patients with SSIs during an outbreak was about 142,860 USD \[[@CR83]\].Elderly patients with SSIs caused by *S. aureus* compared to those in the same age group without infection have longer hospital stays (13 days compared to 9 days) and are almost doubling the direct expenses for the hospital (85,600 USD against 45,700 USD, *p* \< 0001) \[[@CR60]\]. They have about three times greater risk of death than the same age group without infection \[[@CR60]\].SSI in 12.4% of patients after breast surgery implant costed "crude medial" 16,900 USD for the patient with SSI compared to 6100 USD without infection \[[@CR113]\].SSI after orthopaedic surgery prolongs length of stay in hospital of about 2 weeks, doubles rehospitalization rate and increases healthcare costs to \>300%, compared with noninfected patients \[[@CR116]\]. In addition, SSI patients have often a marked limited physical activity and a significant reduction of health-related quality of life.In the Netherlands (2009), the cost of a patient with SSI tended to double the cost of a patient without SSI \[[@CR119]\].After discharge, there are often large extra costs of the SSIs \[[@CR116]--[@CR118]\]. A study (2003) found that cost for the first 8 weeks during the postoperative period was about 5100 USD with SSI, compared to 1800 USD without SSI (*p* \< 0001) \[[@CR117]\].

Microbes and Transmission Routes {#Sec52}
--------------------------------

Peroperative and particularly *intraoperative* bacterial contamination of the wound is of greatest importance. Up to 98% of bacteria in orthopaedic wounds are arising from operational environment. They come from the environment, equipment and persons *exogenously* or from the patients themselves (skin, intestine, the mucosa), *endogenously*. Endogenous flora may change 1--2 days after admission to "hospital flora," often with more resistant bacteria. Therefore, patients should be operated within 1 day after admission.

### Microbes and Particle Load in the Wound {#Sec53}

During surgery, at least five to seven people are present in the operating room. They are continuously liberating skin cells and particles with and without bacteria to air and surfaces. Each person liberates 30,000--60,000 skin cells per minute as dust, 600,000 to one million or more, per hour. Dead skin cells are laying as traces in the room and ca 10% of loose skin particles are carrying bacteria. Therefore, good personal hygiene, use of clean operation textiles and cleaning between each operation are important.

The skin is protected as long as it is intact. Normal skin flora represents coagulase-negative staphylococci, dominated by *Staphylococcus epidermidis*, 10^3--4^ per cm^2^. Diphtheroides, anaerobic bacteria (*Propionibacterium acnes*), gram-negative rods, *Candida* (yeast) and mites (*Demodex*) are common findings and also *Staphylococcus aureus*. New microbes are continuously deposited on the skin, usually transient and loose. Greatest amount is found on the forehead (half million per cm^2^), around the ears, the head (6.1 million per cm^2^), axillae and nose opening (10.1 million per cm^2^), the upper back (10,000--100,000 per cm^2^) and palmar side of the hands, arms, chest (1000--10,000 per cm^2^), etc., with variation between gender \[[@CR120]\]. Hair and beard may contain large amounts of microbes.

The heavy skin flora and liberation of skin particles from bare skin must be considered when working with sterile procedures, with infection-susceptible patients, surgical activity, wound care and care of drains and intravascular equipment \[[@CR120]\].

### Bacteria Types Causing SSIs {#Sec54}

SSI is most frequently caused by *S. aureus.* Coagulase-negative staphylococci as *S. epidermidis* is the most common cause of infections in implant surgery. Others are *Escherichia coli*, *Klebsiella* sp*.*, *Enterobacter cloacae*, *Pseudomonas* species, etc. and enterococci and anaerobic bacteria. *Candida* can be significant with prolonged antibacterial therapy. *S. aureus* is an increasing problem and especially resistant *S. aureus* as MRSA.

Group B streptococci, unusual gram-negative bacteria and anaerobic bacteria increase \[[@CR121]\]. More resistant and super-resistant gram-negative rods (ESBL, carbapenem resistant, etc.) and VRE can be linked to "medical tourism," patients who undergo surgery or dental treatment abroad. These patients should be tested and isolated as for MRSA until known result.

MRSA is the worst of all bacteria and in the United States the dominant cause of fatal nosocomial infections. A total of 3.5--6.5/100,000 population in the United States dies each year from MRSA \[[@CR122], [@CR123]\]. SSIs caused by MRSA led---in one study from the United States---to 16 extra days in hospital, 13.5% increase in discharge to long-term institutions, about 70% more frequent readmissions and 14% higher mortality rate than in surgical patients without SSIs \[[@CR124]\]. The additional cost was about 40,000 USD per MRSA patient \[[@CR124]\]. In Europe, the risk of unknown MRSA in patients hospitalized in surgical wards is estimated to about 4% \[[@CR125]\].

### Transmission Routes {#Sec55}

About 25% of *S. aureus* in surgical wounds comes from operating personnel, 25% from the patient and the rest from environment, pre-, per- or postoperatively. *S. epidermidis* is related to airborne transmission. Surgery with ultraclean air reduces airborne infection if staff is properly dressed \[[@CR30]--[@CR32], [@CR126], [@CR127]\]. SSI may also occur via infected urinary catheters, intravascular accesses or intubation and mechanical ventilation before surgery.

*S. aureus* is normally present in the nose of 10--20% of healthy individuals and 5--15% in the perineum and can periodically be on hands/wrists and other skin areas, especially if eczema and other skin infections \[[@CR128]\].

*Endogenous wound infection.* Presence of *S. aureus* in the nose of the patient may be an independent risk factor for endogenous SSI. Surgery on patients with infections may always be a risk of SSI \[[@CR1]\]. Gram-negative rods present in the airway preoperatively may dispose for postoperative infections, including wound infections \[[@CR129]\].

*Exogenous wound infection.* Large numbers of bacteria present on the staff's skin, especially on the head and neck areas, around the ears and upper back, is a challenge concerning SSI, because of the bent work situation over instruments and wounds \[[@CR120]\].

### Conventional and Ultraclean Conditions: Airborne Microbes and Particles {#Sec56}

The amount of air contamination is dependent on free particles and microbes generated by activities, air currents, personnel, equipment, environment and dust from furniture, equipment, floors, etc.

Air quality is important---especially in the area around the wound---and is the main cause of wound contamination \[[@CR130]--[@CR132]\]. In conventional ventilation, after total joint prosthesis, SSI was 3.4%, by ultraclean air 1.7%, with addition of exhaust suits 0.75% and with addition of antibacterial prophylaxis 0.2% \[[@CR131]\]. Friberg et al. \[[@CR132]\] conducted many studies concerning ultraclean conditions and the effect of dressing concerning wound contamination.

Ultraclean operating rooms with vertical laminar airflow (LAF) have \<10 CFU/m^3^ air during the entire operating period, even by up to 12 people present, while conventional operating rooms may reach over the maximum limit \>100 CFU/m^3^, even when there are few persons present \[[@CR126]\]. Particles in air reach high values, in particular by diathermy \[[@CR126]\]. LAF and conventional operating rooms have a low bacterial count on the floor before operational activity which remains low on effective LAF operation rooms throughout the day \[[@CR126]\]. In contrary, the conventional operation rooms have a rise of the floor contamination to 100--120 bacteria per 20 cm^2^ before day's last end cleaning. This may occur despite good routines of washing the floors between all operations \[[@CR126]\]. The LAF system has effects both on the bacterial load in the air and on the amount deposited on surfaces in the room \[[@CR126]\]. Hambreus et al. \[[@CR133]\] described already in 1978 floor contamination as a source of airborne bacteria.

There is still a discussion concerning the effect of ultraclean laminar flow \[[@CR134]\]. Surgeons observe that LAF conditions may lead to "false security" with reduced operating room discipline, lack of use of masks, increased traffic under the surgical phase, etc. \[[@CR134]\]. LAF system is still recommended by the CDC by ultraclean surgery with insertion of foreign objects, provided good discipline.

Healthy individuals may release varied amounts of bacteria and skin particles into the air and the environment, as shown in a Swedish study \[[@CR135]\]. Many infectious outbreaks may start from "heavy dispersers" and people with eczema. Upper respiratory tract infections may increase the release of *S. aureus* and other microbes from the nose to the air. Males emit more bacteria than women and shower increases the release of bacteria for 1--2 h afterwards. High temperature and humidity increase bacterial growth, and bacterial and particle count increases with the number of people and activities in the operating room. Ears, forehead and eyebrows in surgical personnel who are bent over surgical and instrument tables pose the risk of shedding particles and bacteria in the wound, and therefore good covering of hair and ears is recommended \[[@CR136]\].

Small particles and microbial contaminants floating in the air increase with surgical time, mostly because of use of diathermy \[[@CR126], [@CR137]\]. If the door of the operating room is opened several times, the small dust particles from the air are reduced, while the bacteria count rises from unfiltered corridor air \[[@CR137]\].

*Patients with infected wounds* constitute an additional load, in particular by pus, leakages, punctures and care of dressings. A fast removal of the dressing may release more bacteria from the wound up in the air \[[@CR138]\].

### Contaminated Ventilation System and Control {#Sec57}

Ducts, filters and other equipment that are not controlled, cleaned and replaced can result in serious infections. In a 4-year period, 47 patients were infected by *Penicillium* species, due to the growth of *Penicillium* and *Aspergillus* in ventilation ducts and fibre glass filter in a surgical department \[[@CR139]\]. Filters were replaced and ventilation ducts were disinfected with chlorine solution in gaseous form. This had an effect, but 7 months later the problem reiterated \[[@CR139]\]. It is important to control the ventilation and the operating room for both bacteria and fungi. Ventilation systems and operating rooms may also sometimes be invaded by flies and other insects \[[@CR140]\].

*The Norwegian Board of Health Supervision* has defined microbiological control of operating rooms (IK-2/97): "Ventilation for operating rooms should ensure: 1. The supplied air is sufficiently free of microbes, 2. The microbe particles generated in the operating room is removed, 3. That the air in the operation area to a minimum degree streams from people against the wound, 4. That there is not a negative pressure in the operating room so that the microbes may be supplied from the neighbouring rooms."

Ventilation can be regulated down during rest but must be set up again at least 30 min before the next operation \[[@CR141]\].

### Routine Errors, Accidents and Failures {#Sec58}

Surgical staff who do not follow procedures for personal hygiene, dressing, hand hygiene or use of jewellery pose a risk for development of SSI.*Nocardia farcinica* caused sternal infection in five patients undergoing heart surgery \[[@CR112]\]. Case-control studies showed that the patients had been exposed to an anaesthesiologist A having identical ribotype profile of *Nocardia* on the hands, in own home, including the house cat. The outbreak stopped after intensive cleaning, hand hygiene, use of personal infection control equipment and cleaning the anaesthesiologist A's home \[[@CR112]\].Mediastinitis caused by MRSA among five cardiac surgery patients was tracked to a surgeon who had identical genotype in the nose \[[@CR110]\]. After elimination of the carrier state, the outbreak stopped \[[@CR110]\].Major outbreaks of group A streptococci have been traced to the surgical staff with chronic carrier state \[[@CR111]\].Prostate abscess with bilateral orchiectomy and flushing the incisional wound proved to be active tuberculosis, *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* \[[@CR142]\]. In all, 128 HCW were exposed to infection, including 12 (13%) who became tuberculin positive, including 1 of 12 in the surgical team \[[@CR142]\].*Rhodococcus (Gordona) bronchialis* in sternal wound in seven patients after open heart surgery was associated with surgical nurse A. The bacterium was detected on the hands, head and other skin areas of nurse A, in the environment and in the air around A, in A's home and in A's dogs \[[@CR143]\]. Attempts to remove the bacteria from nurse A were unsuccessful \[[@CR143]\].Nasal carrier state---with large amounts of *S. aureus---*increases risk of SSIs. When the surgeon is a nose carrier of *S. aureus*, the risk is highest \[[@CR144]\].During 1 month, seven heart surgery patients in California had SSI with *Serratia marcescens*, and one died \[[@CR145]\]. The infection was traced to an operation-nurse A, who used artificial nails and in a cream tube in A's home. The outbreak stopped after removing the cause.During 1 year, 15 neurosurgical patients in the Netherlands got SSIs with *Serratia marcescens* \[[@CR146]\]. Environmental samples were negative. Nurse A, 1 of 100 in contact with the actual patients, had identical bacteria on the hands \[[@CR146]\]. Nurse A that had been most in contact with the infected patients had psoriasis on hands. Nurse A was on sick leave for 3 months with persistent positive samples, while the outbreak stopped in the department. One year later there was a new outbreak of three patients related to nurse A which again was infected and who had not got rid of the bacteria because of the psoriasis \[[@CR146]\].In a cardiac surgical unit in England, four patients got deep surgical infections and pneumonia with MRSA during 1 year (epidemic strain MRSA-15) \[[@CR147]\]. Employees were then tested with the discovery of a nurse who was nasal carrier and without symptoms. After clearance, the outbreak stopped. It was recommended screening of personnel for MRSA \[[@CR147]\].A highly resistant---*Pseudomonas aeruginosa*---strain was transferred to four patients via contaminated gastroscope during a few months in 2013 \[[@CR148]\]. The reason was deviations in cleaning, disinfecting and drying the scope. After removal of the gastroscope and establishment of safe practices, the outbreak stopped \[[@CR148]\].*Serratia marcescens* caused increased number of patients with postoperative empyema at a thoracic-surgical intensive care unit in March 2013 in Turkey \[[@CR149]\]. The common source of infection was a portable suction machine. After full disinfection, sterilization and control of the equipment, the outbreak stopped.Ear cleaning instruments may be too poor disinfected, as shown by subsequent transmission of *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* to 17 patients with severe external otitis \[[@CR150]\].Contaminated tap water in surgical wound has caused outbreaks of *Legionella* SSIs \[[@CR151]\].Water may often contain mycobacteria which are not detectable by conventional bacteriological tests and are resistant to chemical disinfectants and to some extent also to heat.*Mycobacterium fortuitum* endocarditis was detected in three heart-operated children in Serbia in 2013 \[[@CR152]\]. Bovine pericardial patches were used for correction of ventricular septal defect. Parts of the same pieces of tissue had been used for several operations, and this was not compatible with a good routine. Estimated infection cause was contamination by thawing and freezing. All three children survived after antimicrobial therapy \[[@CR152]\].Contaminated equipment brought into the operating theatre is linked to repeated outbreaks of infections.

Risk Factors for Development of Surgical Site Infections {#Sec59}
--------------------------------------------------------

There are many well-documented risk factors for SSIs; however, they may often be mixed, combined, transient, not recorded and difficult to trace \[[@CR1], [@CR4], [@CR8], [@CR11], [@CR20], [@CR21], [@CR24], [@CR29], [@CR56]--[@CR58], [@CR144], [@CR153]--[@CR164]\].

Risk is primarily associated to wound pathogenic types of bacteria introduced during surgery or afterwards. Development is dependent on four factors: (1) the amount of bacteria in the wound at the end of operation, (2) the bacterial virulence (invasion properties), (3) the patient's immune defence and general condition and (4) the condition of the surgical site at the end of surgery (tissue necrosis, loss of vascularization, foreign bodies, poor surgical technique, etc.) \[[@CR4], [@CR8], [@CR159]\].

The risk of SSI increases at 10^5^ bacteria per gram of tissue but low bacterial levels; 10--20 bacteria can start infection if present close to sutures and other foreign matters \[[@CR4], [@CR8]\].

SSIs registered in Canada, 2002--2008, were detected in 13.5% of 622,683 patients followed up postoperatively for 30 days \[[@CR160]\]. Over half (7.8%) of SSIs occurred after discharge. The reason for detection of SSIs after discharge was related to shorter surgical time, shorter hospitalization, "rural residence," alcoholism, diabetes, obesity, increased risk of readmission, reoperation and urgent hospitalization \[[@CR160]\]. DeBoer et al. found that for orthopaedic patients the increased risk of SSIs was related to increasing age from 45 years, preoperative stay in hospital in more than 4 days, more than one surgery, more hospital infections at the same time in the patient, the use of antibiotic prophylaxis, emergency surgery, contaminated wounds and surgery duration of 2 h or more \[[@CR155]\].

### Patient-Related Risk \[[@CR4], [@CR8], [@CR153]\] {#Sec60}

#### Documented {#Sec61}

General condition and underlying disease.High or low age (elderly, infants) \[[@CR20], [@CR160]\].Overweight - obs increased dosage of prophylactic antibiotics \[[@CR20], [@CR160]\].ASA score \>2 \[[@CR20], [@CR160]\].Infections in the patient---before surgery---especially hospital infections (skin, airways, teeth, urinary tract) \[[@CR1]\].Carrier state of *S. aureus* in the nose \[[@CR110], [@CR144]\].Preoperative stay in hospital \>1--2 days \[[@CR20]\].Preoperative shaving.Short postoperative hospital stay \[[@CR108], [@CR160]\].

#### Likely {#Sec62}

Diabetes and hyperglycaemia---recommended well regulated \[[@CR160]--[@CR162]\].Malnutrition and low albumin.Steroids (high dose).Age \>70 years is frequently associated with deep infections by ACB operations \[[@CR105]\].Smoking; recommended to stop 30 days prior to surgery.

#### Possible {#Sec63}

Alcohol consumption \[[@CR160]\].

### Procedure-Related Risk {#Sec64}

#### Documented {#Sec65}

Urgent surgery \[[@CR20], [@CR160]\].Contaminated wounds; wound class \>2. Classification of wounds, 1--4 (clean, clean-contaminated, contaminated, heavily polluted), transplantation and implantation \[[@CR20]\].Preoperative shaving of hair.Failure in preoperative preparation.Surgical type.Surgical technique and complications---bad run \[[@CR53]\].Treatment and control of sterile equipment and prosthesis.Microbial contamination of the wound at the end of the operation. About 70% of wounds may be contaminated during surgery.Antibacterial prophylaxis.Surgical time \>2 h.Too short or too long surgical time, over 75 and under 25 percentile \[[@CR20], [@CR70], [@CR160]\].

#### Likely {#Sec66}

Multiple procedures.Trauma to tissues, necrosis, bleeding.Foreign materials.Blood transfusion.Intensive treatment---ASA score.Disinfection of skin and covering surgical site.Ventilation system and CFU/m^3^ air.Drainage.

#### Possible {#Sec67}

Lack of preoperative shower with disinfectant (Hibiscrub).Urgent surgery.Hypothermia.Low oxygen saturation of tissues.

Preoperative Phase {#Sec68}
------------------

### Patient Assessment and Protection Against Infection {#Sec69}

All patients should undergo a careful preoperative assessment and preparation with clearance of infections of the skin, urinary tract, tooth, etc. Dental status should be checked before elective surgery with foreign materials like prosthesis. The risk of surgical wound infection is high in patients that have ongoing infections (18.4% with other infections and 6.7% without) \[[@CR1]\]. In 55% of the cases in one study, the same microbes were found in the wound as in primary infection \[[@CR1]\].

Glucose level should be controlled in all patients and patients with diabetes should be specially followed up. The shortest possible preoperative length of stay, \<2 days, is well documented to avoid transmission of hospital microorganisms \[[@CR1], [@CR8]\]. Cancellation of operations and readmissions is not compatible with infection control.

Shielding against infection is important. In England, MRSA testing was done at home, before arthroplasty \[[@CR165]\]. MRSA-positive cases were cleared for carrier state before surgery. MRSA-negative patients were physically separated in a unit with restricted admission for healthcare personnel and relatives. This measure provided significant reduction of SSIs, *p* \< 0.001, and increased the surgical capacity by 17% \[[@CR165]\].

### Shaving, Clipping and Shampoo {#Sec70}

Shaving may cause SSI by making many small wounds in the skin which are gateways for microbes \[[@CR1], [@CR166]--[@CR168]\]. Among 406 patients, 5.6% had postoperative wound infection after shaving, 0.6% after cutting and 0.6% after the hair was not removed \[[@CR168]\]. That all mothers in Toronto, Canada, were asked not to remove hair on the stomach and below, last month before birth, resulted in a halving of the SSIs \[[@CR168]\]. Ten heart-operated male patients had during 3 months SSIs, osteomyelitis and sepsis with *Serratia marcescens* \[[@CR169]\]. Common to all ten patients was shaving by a barber that had the same bacteria on hands and equipment. Similar outbreaks are described in a neurosurgical department \[[@CR170]\]. Fourteen neurosurgical patients developed SSIs with *Serratia marcescens* within a 6-month period at a hospital in China \[[@CR171]\]. This infection was traced back to two barbers and their shaving equipment; they had performed wet shaving of the patients preoperatively \[[@CR171]\].

It has been detected a rich flora of resistant gram-negative bacilli in different types of shampoo and cream tubes and boxes \[[@CR145], [@CR172]\]. Outbreak with *Serratia marcescens* among 14 newborns in Saudi Arabia was traced back to a contaminated baby shampoo \[[@CR173]\]. Sepsis and other serious infections were recorded and one child died.

### Body Wash with Chlorhexidine, Etc. {#Sec71}

Cruse and Foord found that by clean surgery, 2.3% had SSIs without shower before the operation, 2.1% after shower with soap and only 1.3% after shower with hexachlorophene soap \[[@CR1]\]. In one study, Hibiscrub body wash led to a reduction of bacteria from 900 to 50 colonies per plate \[[@CR174]\]. Whole body wash, including hair, is recommended the night before surgery, possibly also in the morning (sweat, using the toilet, etc.). The final wash must be completed at least 2 h prior to surgery due to the release of skin particles. Still, there is insufficient evidence for this action (Cochrane) \[[@CR175]\].

The use of disinfectant wipes from dispensers and open packages may cause infection since many of the most resistant bacteria can survive and multiply in the presence of various disinfectants \[[@CR176]\].

### Internal Check of Personnel {#Sec72}

Procedures for internal check of surgical staff should be present in the department, like the following: not active infections; access control works; staff change clothes; uses hand hygiene and does not use jewellery; uses green operation clothes; shoes that are machine washable; hair and ears covered with hoods; surgical face mask taken on before entering the operating room and removed afterwards; especially clothing protection by vertical laminar flow airstream; surgical handwashing/disinfection performed as a routine; sterile dressing opened immediately before dressing; and sterile gloves should be double, with indicator, and strong with long cuff.

### Cleaning, Disinfection and Environmental Treatment of Floors and Surfaces {#Sec73}

Operations may generate large amounts of visible and even more invisible biological material in the environment of the operating room \[[@CR126], [@CR127]\]. Cleaning is performed between each operation after defined methods, often with varying quality \[[@CR126], [@CR127]\]. Dry mopping should not be used due to poor effect on biological, dried materials, biofilms and dust that may swirled up \[[@CR177]--[@CR179]\]. Terminal cleaning each day and disinfection of inventory in the morning before operational activity are recommended \[[@CR179]\]. Closets and drawers for instruments, bandages and other equipment are cleaned each week, and all storage rooms are cleaned daily. A major cleaning of walls and ceiling and inventory of all rooms in the operation department twice a year is recommended \[[@CR179]\].

After operations with "pus" and infections, disinfection is carried out with 5% chloramine or PeraSafe and/or hydrogen peroxide gas, before the ordinary cleaning \[[@CR179], [@CR180]\]. The disinfection includes all technical equipment in the room, including inner parts of medical technical equipment, which are otherwise difficult to reach \[[@CR180], [@CR181]\]. Start the machine and let it draw hydrogen peroxide gas through the inner parts during the room disinfection \[[@CR181]\]. Note that gas disinfection does not kill *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* \[[@CR182], [@CR183]\]. UV light has not been proven beneficial in this situation \[[@CR184]\]. Newer disinfectants and methods must be checked thoroughly for effect (spore test, etc.), and the disinfectant does not harm equipment and people or develop resistance. Ineffective disinfection can lead to the spread of more resistant, environmental microbes \[[@CR185]\].

Quality of the cleanness is monitored and controlled by the detection of biological material (ATP---adenosine triphosphate test), bacterial counts and other methods. ATP methods provide quick answers used properly \[[@CR178], [@CR186]\]. Regular cleaning with soap and water reduces the amount of bacteria significantly and the organic material is also removed \[[@CR126], [@CR127], [@CR178], [@CR179], [@CR187]\]. Environmental contamination of blood and tissue particles in an operating room is considerable, both through the air and as debris \[[@CR188]\].

### Uncleaned Equipment {#Sec74}

The surgical department should not be a "sterile central" for other departments. All equipment, including drugs, medical equipment, paper and records, beds and stretchers, fluids, cloth, shoes, mobile phones, pens, stethoscopes, etc., which enters the surgical department, should be clean.

*Mobile phones*, *tourniquet*, *stethoscope*, *PC board*, *blood pressure gauge*, etc. carry large amounts of bacteria \[[@CR189]--[@CR191]\]. Among 90 surgeons, anaesthesia personnel and medical students, 53% were carrying their mobile phones, etc. into the operating room. About 15% had two or more phones, and most of them (85--96%) were never cleaned by the owner. Nearly all were contaminated (90%), and more than 11% were colonized with *S. aureus*, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, *Acinetobacter* and *Stenotrophomonas maltophilia*, microbes that may cause severe wound infections \[[@CR191]\].

*Paper and journals.* Bacteria and virus survive on dry paper and journals for days to months and should therefore be handled with care and not brought into rooms where there may be infections \[[@CR192]\].

*Outer packaging* of goods to the surgical department should be unpacked in a separate room outside the department because of possible contamination with resistant bacteria, viruses and fungi and even with parasites.

*Equipment to assist placement of the patient* on the operation table is often reusable, used to adapt the patient to the operation table or to protect against pressure sores. It is packaged in plastic or leather, may be difficult to clean between patients and may transmit significant amounts of bacteria into the surgical wound if not disinfected and stored clean. In a study of primary hip operations, 11 of 13 patients used this equipment which was contaminated with *Proteus*, *Acinetobacter*, *Enterococcus*, CNS and coliform rods \[[@CR193]\].

*Non-sterile cotton*, *plaster*, *tape or bandages* should not be deposited around the wound of recently operated patients. Cotton, cotton wool and tape used in the area, nearby wounds, must be sterile. Storages for plaster should be clean and protected from dirt and dust. Bacteria grow well in plaster, especially when tissue fluid is present.

*Markers* for indicating the surgical field may contain bacteria which pose risks for SSIs \[[@CR194]\]. Markers should be sterile and disposable \[[@CR194]\].

*Oesophageal pressure gauge* should be disposable because of risk of disease transmission \[[@CR195]\]. Disinfection is expensive because it is fragile instruments. Single use is recommended in England.

*Transoesophageal echocardiography* (TOE) has caused outbreak of *Enterobacter cloacae* infection in a cardiovascular department in Japan \[[@CR196]\]. The outbreak stopped after proper disinfection and modified routine \[[@CR196]\].

*Wound drain suction*---*reusable*---may follow the patient from the operating room to the postoperative and later to and from the hospital. Lack of disinfection of internal components makes it necessary to treat this instrument as infectious. Medical devices that are cooled down with room air may concentrate internally bacteria, fungi, dust, organic materials and other dirt that next may be blown out into the room \[[@CR181]\].

*Actively heating systems* for normothermia is not defined as a risk of infection \[[@CR197]\].

*Wet areas* such as surgical hand disinfection rooms may generate large amounts of aerosols. Sterile equipment or clean equipment should not be stored in wet areas, because of contamination of the external cover and a fast growth through the covering material.

*Intravenous*, *sterile liquids* should be stored in a clean and dry room \[[@CR83], [@CR84]\].

### Anaesthesia and Equipment {#Sec75}

Anaesthesia machines are often contaminated \[[@CR198]\]. Focus on hand hygiene for anaesthesia personnel resulted in 27-fold increase in hand hygiene during work with the patient, reduction of bacteria on the anaesthesia machine and stopcock (*p* \< 0002) and reduction of postoperative infections, including SSIs, from 17.2% to 3.8%, *p* = 0.02 \[[@CR198]\].

PC keyboard, including the PC of the anaesthesia personnel, is always contaminated with microbes from different users. Plenty of gram-negative bacteria, CNS, *Bacillus* and MRSA can be detected, depending on the local microbiology \[[@CR199]\]. Only 17% of anaesthesia personnel in a study carried out hand hygiene before anaesthesia started, while the proportion was significantly higher, 64--69%, after anaesthesia or before lunch! \[[@CR199]\] Proper cleaning and disinfection of the keyboard with alcohol resulted in drastic reduction of bacteria. Daily cleaning and disinfection of computer keyboard and hand hygiene compliance with change of gloves after each procedure is recommended to reduce the infection \[[@CR199]\].

Intraoperative infection via the patient's intravenous "stopcock" (three-way) is associated with increased patient mortality \[[@CR200]\]. Intraoperative infection of the stopcock occurred in a study in 11.5% of cases, and almost half (47%) of the contamination came from the staff. Spread of bacteria to the environment around the anaesthesia place occurred in most cases (89%), and 12% of these were from the staff \[[@CR200]\]. Number of operating theatres the anaesthesiologist had responsibility for at the same period, age of the patient and patient transfer to an intensive unit were linked to an increased risk of transmission of infections \[[@CR200]\]. Contaminated hands of anaesthesia personnel were probably a significant infection factor during surgery \[[@CR200]\].

Bacterial deposits on the surface of syringes, IV sets of three-way taps and anaesthesia (ventilator) machines were studied among 101 elective and urgent surgical patients \[[@CR201]\]. Culture of samples from the syringe surface and from the syringe content showed growth of bacteria in, respectively, 46% and 15% of cases \[[@CR201]\]. The same bacterial strain was grown from both the ventilator and the syringe in 13% of the cases and was also detected on the IV set in two patients. There was a significant correlation between the urgent surgery and contaminated syringes. Risk was also related to the absence of the use of gloves and missing cap on the three-way tap after use. Particularly during ultraclean operations and a patient in a bad condition, intravenous injection of bacteria via the anaesthetic syringe may cause development of postoperative infections, including SSIs \[[@CR201]\].

*Laryngoscope blade and handle*, etc. are sources of infection in the surgical department and for the patients, unless the devices are adequately disinfected and sterilized \[[@CR202]\].

### Technique and Complications {#Sec76}

The risk of infection via equipment is related to the reuse of disposable articles, mishap, lack of coverage of sterile equipment, poor quality of gloves, sterile gowns that provide inadequate covering, compresses which leave fluff in incisional wounds and become "locus minoris" for infection, etc.

*Lack of exercise and knowledge*, particularly by the surgeon, poor surgical technique, contamination from the bowel (abdominal surgery), too much use of diathermy (the United Kingdom---recommends to avoid diathermy during skin incision because of prion disease), bleeding, haematoma and injuries to tissues, contamination of instruments, a too long operation time, and unnecessary use of drains often increases the risk of SSIs \[[@CR1], [@CR51]--[@CR54], [@CR203]\].

*The number and type of bacteria* in the surgical wound at the end of surgery, tissue necrosis, poorly oxygenated tissues and the use of drainage increase the risk of SSIs \[[@CR20], [@CR153]--[@CR158]\].

*Robot-assisted surgery* has been associated with longer operative time and significantly more infections than open surgery but may be the result of a learning curve \[[@CR98]\].

*Drilling in bone and surgical wound debridement* may cause splashing and scattering of tissues and microbes to the environment. This must be avoided, especially when the tissue is infected \[[@CR204]\].

*Adhesive plastic covers* do not reduce recolonization of bacteria in the disinfected surgical area, compared with bare skin \[[@CR205]\]. Recolonization on the skin occurs after 2--3 h \[[@CR205]\].

*Types of sutures* and the number of variants used per operation type are discussed. For abdominal surgery it is claimed reduced risk of SSIs by using triclosan-coated sutures \[[@CR206]\]. However, triclosan is not recommended for use as a disinfectant because of development of resistance and should not be used for sutures. The most important is use of fewer suture types, that experiences increase and that the sutures are both stored and treated sterile.

*Lost equipment* in the surgical wound occurs, despite of a mostly consistent control \[[@CR107]\].

### Diathermy and Suction {#Sec77}

At the tip of diathermy needle, often large amounts of tissue debris may be found. This is specially a risk concerning prions \[[@CR207]\]. In a study, the suction tip used in ultraclean surgery had one or more microbes in 41% of patients, comprising *S. aureus*, CNS, *E. coli*, *Proteus*, group B streptococci, micrococci and diphtheroides \[[@CR208]\]. Similar findings have also been done by others. The compressed air from the wall may be contaminated with small amounts of CNS constituting risk when using pneumatic tools in wounds. Suction regulators may be source of infection in surgical departments and other departments \[[@CR209]\]. In one study, 37% of 470 regulators were colonized with bacteria like *S. aureus*, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, CNS, enterococci, *Bacillus* and *Micrococcus* species \[[@CR209]\]. Miscellaneous medical devices with suction or compressed air or in-out air from the room itself are risks for patients and staff if not disinfected/sterilized/filtered and controlled properly \[[@CR210]\].

### Bandage Types {#Sec78}

Meta-analysis shows that there is no significant difference in bandages if they are stored, processed and placed on the wound with a sterile method \[[@CR211]\]. The storage of bandages is often not clean enough. Microbes can be disposed on the outer packages, released to the air by opening and thus transferred to the surgical wound by air or gloves. The storing of sterile bandages in surgical wards demands qualities like a sterile storage room and excellent cleaning.

### Disinfection and Sterilization {#Sec79}

Inadequate sterilization and disinfection is a great risk if introduced into sterile tissue or mucosa \[[@CR212]\]. CDC does not recommend use of flash sterilization (CDC 1B) which is often a sign of lack of instruments at the department.

Biofilm is difficult to prevent unless the instruments are cleaned thoroughly. Instruments should not dry with biological materials on, especially with regard to an effective removal of prions \[[@CR213]\]. Reprocessing of medical devices is currently being updated in the United States (FDA---Food and Drug Administration) \[[@CR213]\]. It involves the following: (1) after use of the equipment, immediately remove and/or prevent desiccation of the material; (2) thorough cleaning of the equipment; and (3) disinfection (low, intermediate, high level) or sterilization \[[@CR213]\].

Manual disinfection may be significantly poorer than semi-automatic or automatic disinfection; especially *E. coli*, other gram-negative rods, streptococci and enterococci are frequently isolated from the instruments after manual disinfection \[[@CR214]\].

During a period of 3 months, 17 patients got lower respiratory tract infections with *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, infected via a flexible bronchoscope that was not good enough cleaned \[[@CR215]\].

Unsterile *anti-mist solutions* to treat scopes have caused outbreaks with *Burkholderia cepacia* \[[@CR216]\]. *Mycobacterium chelonae* was detected in bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) from nine patients without symptoms, but the bacterium was detected in the scope, a contaminated bronchoscopic washing machine and in water \[[@CR217]\]. Controls and good routines are important, especially where water sources have variable quality.

Contaminated arthroscopes transferred *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* (PA) to seven patients, which resulted in deep/cavity infections \[[@CR218]\]. The bacterial strain was detected in the sink, the suction bottle, the wall suction system and in the scope. Tissue debris was left in the inlet and outlet channels of the scope and the "shaver handpiece suction channel." *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* survived flash sterilization and autoclaving---probably in tissue debris \[[@CR218]\].

A gastroscope was a common source of infection in four cases (France, 2011) that was infected with a multidrug-resistant (MDR) *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* producing extended-spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL) \[[@CR219]\]. Observation revealed severe failures as inadequate cleaning, too short disinfection time, insufficient brushing and purging of channels and inadequate drying. The gastroscope was removed, the routines changed, and the outbreak stopped \[[@CR219]\].

Infections with resistant bacteria resulting in death of the patients are reported connected to inadequate cleaning of endoscopes \[[@CR213], [@CR220]\].

Hepatitis C infection has been transmitted via colonoscopy from one to two other patients in France \[[@CR221]\]. All three were examined by colonoscopy at 1-h intervals, the HCV-carrying patient first. The two infected got symptoms 3 months later. The index patient was known in advance and had 3.5 million HCV---virus particles per ml of blood. Colonoscopes had been cleaned, washed and treated for 5 min in 2% glutaraldehyde. But the biopsy channel had never been brushed, and biopsy forceps and diathermy tube were only treated with glutaraldehyde, never sterilized \[[@CR221]\].

Reuse of disposable sterile equipment, labelled "single use" may still be used---to save expenses. Among 100 hospitals in the Nordic countries, there were 542 cases of re-sterilization of medical disposable sterile equipment including implants \[[@CR222]\]. More than half of the hospitals used re-sterilization of single-use sterile equipment. Sterilization of disposable equipment can change the instrument's strength, integrity, shape and other important properties as the transfer of organic material and infection between patients.

In Norway, this has been a widespread practice \[[@CR222]\]. Re-sterilization has been done on unused single-use equipment of about 50 different products, essentially orthopaedic implants. Pacemakers were re-sterilized after use on patients, likewise catheter, knives, scissors, tweezers, needles, introducers, tubes, etc. There was lack of control by the sterilization method and many single-use instruments were re-sterilized 15 times or more \[[@CR222]\]. Today, "single use" means that the instrument is discarded after one use in all hospitals in our country.

Work with sterile instruments relies on a comprehensive approach to the complete process. Dancer and co-workers described an outbreak of SSIs in approximately 20 elective orthopaedic patients, associated with deficiencies in autoclaving and drying and lack of control "all the way," from the sterile central to the operating room \[[@CR223]\]. Visually discoloured and partly wet instrument sets were delivered to the surgical department. Among 20 sets, half were discoloured exteriorly and more than half had bacteria on the interior surfaces. A total of 11 patients had to be reoperated because of SSIs \[[@CR224]\].

Prion diseases such as Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) and variant CJD (vCJD) transmitted from animals, like bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE---"mad cow disease"), must always be remembered, concerning cleaning, disinfection and sterilization of instruments and other equipment in contact with/perforation of the mucosa and perforation of the skin. There is a limited efficacy of steam sterilization, 134--137 °C for 3 min to inactivate vCJD \[[@CR224]\]. Recently, dura mater graft-associated Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease in 154 cases was published from Japan \[[@CR225]\]. A Lyodura dura mater product was associated with 140 of the cases \[[@CR225]\].

*See the chapters on disinfection and sterilization; 59--61*.

### Antibacterial Prophylaxis {#Sec80}

Risk for SSIs depends on:

1: (a) Amount of bacteria in the wound, virulence and antibiotic resistance, (b) tissue damage around the wound and (c) foreign material in the wound.

2: (a) The patient's general condition and local immunity and (b) antibiotic prophylaxis.

In a study from Europe (2010), 17% of the total consumption of antibiotics in hospitals were used for surgical prophylaxis \[[@CR226]\]. Among 1650 agents used in surgical prophylaxis, the cephalosporins dominated (first generation, 27%; second generation, 20%), followed by combinations of penicillins, 13%, and imidazole agents, 9%. Resistance driving and very important therapeutic agents, like fluoroquinolones, third-generation cephalosporins and aminoglycosides, were in sum used for almost 20% of the cases (8%, 5.7% and 4.4%, respectively) \[[@CR226]\]. This is a serious development with regard to the use of resistance-driving antibiotics.

Effect of prophylaxis is evidenced in caesarean section in which the introduction of pre-incision antibiotics reduced SSIs from 10.8% to 2.8% \[[@CR227]\]. Problems with the development of resistance is often associated with inappropriate use of antibiotics, including antibiotic prophylaxis \[[@CR228], [@CR229]\].

In a study from Switzerland, antibiotics were used inappropriate in half of surgical wards because of no indication for use; 30.3%, wrong choice of agents; 10.9%, not proper timing, dosage, duration etc.; 9.5% \[[@CR230]\]. By changing the prophylaxis treatment to include a new dose at the duration of surgery for 3 h and reducing the duration of the treatment to 1.6 days (from previously 2.4 days), an intervention study found a significant reduction of SSIs with resistant gram-negative rods and MRSA \[[@CR231]\]. New guidelines are more restrictive \[[@CR232]\].

Antibiotic prophylaxis has many positive aspects but is a continuous risky excuse to relax in hygiene, cleaning and infection control, and while the bacterial resistance is easily selected, it happens little on the antibiotic front.

### Planning of Surgery on Infected Patients {#Sec81}

During surgery, precautions for contact transmission often may include precautions for airborne transmission when in direct work with infectious tissue. Dedicated operating rooms for patients with infections should be placed nearby the entrance to the operating department. It should be "stripped" of excess equipment, large enough, sturdy and robust for chemical disinfectants and easy to clean. Positive pressure must be turned off and ventilation valves closed, and the room should preferably have a complete separate ventilation (not shared with other operating theatres). Negative pressure and possibility of gas disinfection of rooms and input and output channel after the operation should be recommended. Procedures should be established for gas disinfection of the inner machine parts for medical equipment that draws air from the room and that cannot be disinfected inside by chemical liquids \[[@CR179], [@CR233]\]. Introduction room should be used as a sluice with the same ventilation system as the operating room.

The patient is brought in a clean bed with clean linen directly from the isolate to the operating room in accordance with applicable isolation regime. Transport bed/stretcher is treated as infectious---after having handed over the patient. New, clean bed/stretcher is retrieved to postoperative transport. It is an advantage that the patient wakes up in the operating room and then brought directly to isolate in the postoperative phase. Operation at the end of the day or in an empty department may be required with very dangerous infective agents \[[@CR233]\].

The severity of the infections determines the use of PPE. Note that airborne infection is a risk factor in patients with blood-borne infections (HIV, hepatitis, prions, etc.) and for infections in tissue (tuberculosis, etc.). This applies especially to the use of diathermy, "drilling" and suction. In England, there is recommended less use of diathermy because of the risk of prion disease.

### Gas Disinfection After Surgery on Patient with Infection {#Sec82}

Gas disinfection may be implemented, using mobile devices, preprogrammed for the volume of the room, and which is measuring the gas concentration down to 0 ppm---before the room is opened \[[@CR180], [@CR181], [@CR234]\]. Dry hydrogen peroxide 5% may be used where high water vapour concentration may damage---corrode---instruments. Three disinfection cycles and spore test are used routinely to check the effects; spores will be killed by the gas \[[@CR180], [@CR181]\]. Disinfection time is 3--5 h. No gas type has been proven effective against *Mycobacterium tuberculosis.*

*Surgical hand hygiene*---see separate Chap. 10.1007/978-3-319-99921-0_34.

*Operations department*---operational activity---see separate Chap. 10.1007/978-3-319-99921-0_35.
